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The information in this document is subject to change without notice. Further, the information provided in this document is provided “as

is” and is believed to be accurate, but is presented without any warranty of any kind, express or implied, except as provided in Tanium’s

customer sales terms and conditions. Unless so otherwise provided, Tanium assumes no liability whatsoever, and in no event shall

Tanium or its suppliers be liable for any indirect, special, consequential, or incidental damages, including without limitation, lost profits

or loss or damage to data arising out of the use or inability to use this document, even if Tanium Inc. has been advised of the possibility

of such damages. 

Any IP addresses used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses. Any examples, command display output, network

topology diagrams, and other figures included in this document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses

in illustrative content is unintentional and coincidental. 

Please visit https://docs.tanium.com for the most current Tanium product documentation. 

This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services

provided by third parties (“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not

responsible for such items, and expressly disclaim all warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will

not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set

forth otherwise in an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.

Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Tanium products with any particular Third

Party Items and neither Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused

by any such combination. You, and not Tanium, are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium

products is appropriate and will not cause infringement of any third party intellectual property rights.

Tanium is committed to the highest accessibility standards for our products. To date, Tanium has focused on compliance with U.S.

Federal regulations - specifically Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1998. Tanium has conducted 3rd party accessibility

assessments over the course of product development for many years and has most recently completed certification against the WCAG

2.1 / VPAT 2.3 standards for all major product modules in summer 2021. In the recent testing the Tanium Console UI achieved supports

or partially supports for all applicable WCAG 2.1 criteria. Tanium can make available any VPAT reports on a module-by-module basis as

part of a larger solution planning process for any customer or prospect.

As new products and features are continuously delivered, Tanium will conduct testing to identify potential gaps in compliance with

accessibility guidelines. Tanium is committed to making best efforts to address any gaps quickly, as is feasible, given the severity of the

issue and scope of the changes. These objectives are factored into the ongoing delivery schedule of features and releases with our

existing resources.

Tanium welcomes customer input on making solutions accessible based on your Tanium modules and assistive technology

requirements. Accessibility requirements are important to the Tanium customer community and we are committed to prioritizing these

compliance efforts as part of our overall product roadmap. Tanium maintains transparency on our progress and milestones and

welcomes any further questions or discussion around this work. Contact your sales representative, email Tanium Support at

support@tanium.com, or email accessibility@tanium.com to make further inquiries.

Tanium is a trademark of Tanium, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. Third-party trademarks mentioned are the property of their

respective owners.
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Connect overview
With Connect, you can integrate Tanium™ with a SIEM, log analytics tools, threat feeds, or send email notifications.

Connections
A connection is the link between a connection source and a connection destination. The connection source might be data that

Tanium is creating, like an answer or a log message. The connection destination is something outside of Tanium that you are

integrating with, like a security information and event management (SIEM) tool.

Connection destinations
Connect includes templates for many common SIEM tools, file, log, and email formats. You can use these templates to integrate with

configuration management databases (CMDB), trouble ticketing systems, and proprietary IT systems.

l Configuring AWS S3 destinations on page 45

l Configuring Elasticsearch destinations on page 59

l Configuring email destinations on page 74

l Configuring file destinations on page 91

l Configuring HTTP destinations on page 105

l Configuring Microsoft Log Analytics destinations on page 120

l Configuring Socket (SIEM) destinations on page 148

l Configuring SMB file share destinations on page 134

l Configuring SQL Server destinations on page 163

l Configuring Tanium Reputation destinations: Tanium Reputation User Guide: Send data to the reputation service

Connection sources

Action History

The action history is a record of all actions issued by console operators. To view this record in Tanium, go to Administration >
Actions > Action History. For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Manage actions that are completed or in progress.

Client Status

Client Status, previously named System Status, includes the state of all the endpoints, including some useful information about the

endpoint like IP Address, position in the network, and the last time it registered with the Tanium Server. For more information about

the Client Status data, see Tanium Console User Guide: View the status of Tanium Client registration and communication.

https://docs.tanium.com/reputation/reputation/exporting_data.html#send_rep
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/actions_scheduled.html#Managing_Action_History
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/troubleshooting.html#client_status
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Event

Tanium solutions, like Tanium™ Discover, Tanium™ Network Quarantine, Tanium™ Integrity Monitor, and Tanium™ Threat Response,

can forward events to Connect as a data source. These events can then be used as a connection source in a connection and sent to

any of the available connection destinations. For more information, see Tanium Discover User Guide: Configure event notifications,

Tanium Network Quarantine User Guide: Configuring notifications, Tanium Integrity Monitor User Guide: Sending events from basic

monitors, and Tanium Threat Response User Guide: Exporting audit data.

Question History

The question history log is a history of every question that has been asked. When you are using the question log as a data source in

Connect, you can filter the log in several ways to reduce the total volume of data being sent. For more information, see Tanium

Console User Guide: Question history.

Saved Question

A saved question is a Tanium question that you want to ask on a repeated basis. For more information about saved questions, see

Tanium Interact User Guide: Managing saved questions.

When you select a saved question as a source, the Computer Group drop-down defaults to No Filter, which does

not filter the saved question with a computer group. Select No Filter if you want to send recent saved question

results from all endpoints to the destination. The endpoint results are subject to the computer group management

rights of the user configuring the connection, and might not match the endpoint membership of the All Computers
computer group. Select the All Computers computer group if you want to explicitly filter the saved question on the

All Computers computer group.

You can use the following settings for saved question sources:

Setting Description

Flatten

Results

You might want to enable the Flatten Results setting to process results as individual records. For example, you might want to get

notified when you see a new MD5 hash on a machine. Without the Flatten Results setting enabled, the entire data set that is

retrieved by the saved question from a machine, such as all MD5 hashes, is considered to be a single record. Any change that is

made to this data set shows up in the destination. By enabling the Flatten Results setting, Connect processes the new hashes on

an individual basis (one MD5 hash from one machine) instead of all hashes from a machine as a single record.

Hide Errors If the saved question returns an error, you can use the Hide Errors setting to prevent the error results from getting sent to the

destination.

Hide No

Results

If the saved question returns [No results], you can use the Hide No Results setting to prevent this result from being sent to

the destination.

https://docs.tanium.com/discover/discover/exporting.html#event
https://docs.tanium.com/network_quarantine/network_quarantine/notifications.html
https://docs.tanium.com/integrity_monitor/integrity_monitor/send_events.html#Connect
https://docs.tanium.com/integrity_monitor/integrity_monitor/send_events.html#Connect
https://docs.tanium.com/threat_response/threat_response/export_audit_data.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html#Question_history
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html#Question_history
https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/saving_questions.html
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Setting Description

Include

Recent

Answers

If you want to include results from machines that are offline, select Include Recent Answers, which returns the most recent

answer to the saved question for the offline endpoint.

If you select Include Recent Answers, for the best results, you should also select No Filter from the Computer

Group drop-down.

Answer

Complete

Percent

Results are returned when the saved question returns the configured complete percent value. Any results that come in after the

configured percent value has passed are not sent to the destination. If you are finding that the data returned from the saved

question is incomplete in your destination, you can disable this setting by setting it to 0. If disabled, all data is returned after the

timeout passes.

Timeout Minutes to wait for clients to reply before returning processed results when Answer Complete Percent is set to 0. If the Answer

Complete Percent value is not met at the end of the time limit, then the connection run is marked as a failure. The maximum

timeout is 10 minutes.

Batchsize Number of rows that are returned for the saved question results at one time. This setting might vary depending on your

destination.

Server Information Source

Use the server information in the following location as a connection source: https://<tanium_server>/info.json.

Tanium™ Asset

Tanium Asset comes with a set of predefined reports to help you prepare for audit and inventory activities. You can also create your

own custom reports and views. For each report or view, you can create a connection that specifies a report or view as a data source.

Currently supported destinations include Email, File, HTTP, Socket Receiver, Splunk, and SQL Server. For more information, see

Tanium Asset User Guide: Asset overview.

Tanium™ Audit Source

Tanium Server keeps detailed audit logs for server configuration and settings changes. However, accessing these logs requires direct

access to the Tanium database. To access the audit logs, you can set them up as a data source in Connect. For more information,

see Tanium Security Recommendations Guide: Enable and forward Tanium logs.

For information on data available with the Tanium Audit Source, see Reference: Tanium Audit Source data on page 209.

Tanium™ Comply

Tanium Comply enables you to export compliance and vulnerability findings to help support enterprise compliance goals. Use the

Tanium Comply (Findings) source to export all compliance and all vulnerability findings. Use the Tanium Comply (Assessments)
source to export all vulnerability assessments. For more information, see Tanium Comply User Guide: Exporting findings and

assessments.

https://docs.tanium.com/asset/asset/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/infrastructure/infrastructure/index.html#Audit_logs
https://docs.tanium.com/comply/comply/exporting-findings.html
https://docs.tanium.com/comply/comply/exporting-findings.html
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Tanium™ Data Service

The Tanium Data Service enables you to see stored sensor results for endpoints that are offline at the moment you issue a saved

question. For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Manage sensor results collection.

Tanium™ Direct Connect

Tanium Direct Connect enables other Tanium modules to establish sessions with endpoints. You can create a connection that

generates an audit report of Direct Connect sessions and actions that users performed on endpoints during Direct Connect sessions.

For more information, see Tanium Direct Connect User Guide: Exporting an audit log.

Tanium™ Discover

Tanium Discover contains reports that maintain an inventory of interfaces in your environment. For each report, you can create a

connection that specifies a report as a data source. For more information, see Tanium Discover User Guide: Discover overview.

Tanium™ Endpoint Configuration

Tanium Endpoint Configuration enables you to deliver configuration information to endpoints consistently for all Tanium solutions

that are available in an environment. You can create a connection that generates an audit report of all Endpoint Configuration

management actions, manifest actions, and configuration changes. For more information, see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User

Guide: Exporting an audit log.

Tanium™ Impact

Tanium Impact identifies the users, groups, and endpoints that have the highest potential impact in your organization if

compromised, based on the impact rating. You can create a connection that specifies all users, groups, or endpoints with the highest

impact as a data source. For more information, see Tanium Impact User Guide: Impact overview.

Tanium™ Integrity Monitor

Tanium Integrity Monitor enables you to define watchlists of files, directories, and Windows registry paths that you want to monitor

for changes. Use the Tanium Integrity Monitor source to export watchlist data. For more information, see Tanium Integrity Monitor

User Guide: Integrity Monitor overview.

Tanium™ Reporting

Use Tanium Reporting to create custom reports from data that is collected by the Tanium Data Service. You can create a connection

that specifies a saved custom report and sub-view as a data source. For more information, see Tanium Reporting User Guide: Export

reports through Tanium Connect.

Tanium™ Reputation

Tanium Reputation is an aggregated repository of reputation data from various sources, including Palo Alto Networks WildFire,

ReversingLabs, and VirusTotal. You can choose which type of status to include, such as only malicious or suspicious content. You can

choose to include the full report, which includes the detailed information from the reputation source, not just the status of the

reputation item. You must have one or more reputation sources configured to get information from this connection source. For more

information, see Tanium Reputation User Guide: Reputation overview.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#manage_sensor_collection
https://docs.tanium.com/direct_connect/direct_connect/export_audit_log.html
https://docs.tanium.com/discover/discover/overview.html
https://docs.tanium.com/endpoint_configuration/endpoint_configuration/export_audit_log.html
https://docs.tanium.com/endpoint_configuration/endpoint_configuration/export_audit_log.html
https://docs.tanium.com/impact/impact/overview.html
https://docs.tanium.com/integrity_monitor/integrity_monitor/overview.html
https://docs.tanium.com/integrity_monitor/integrity_monitor/overview.html
https://docs.tanium.com/reporting/reporting/reports.html#tanium_connect
https://docs.tanium.com/reporting/reporting/reports.html#tanium_connect
https://docs.tanium.com/reputation/reputation/index.html
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Tanium™ Threat Response

Tanium Threat Response contains audit reports for actions that were performed in Threat Response. For each report, you can create

a connection that specifies a report as a data source. For more information, see Tanium Threat Response User Guide: Threat

Response overview.

Tanium™ Trends

Tanium Trends provides data visualization panels from saved question or module sources. You can create boards that organize one

or more panels. For each board, you can create a connection that specifies a board as a data source in HTML format. Valid

destinations are AWS S3, Email, or File. For more information, see Tanium Trends User Guide: Trends overview.

Connection schedules
A connection run is a single iteration of sending data from a connection source to a connection destination. Use Cron schedules to

adjust the timing of each connection run. You can have connections run at different combinations of on the minute, hour, day, week,

or month. You can see when connections are running and how much data is being sent with the schedule view. For more

information about schedules, see Schedule connections on page 34.

Integration with other Tanium products
In addition to connection source data from other Tanium products, Connect also integrates with other Tanium products to provide

additional features and reporting of related data.

Reputation

If you want to pre-populate reputation data with hashes from your environment, you can send data to Tanium Reputation from

Connect. When this content is pre-populated, the reputation service can start querying about the status of the items from the

reputation sources. For more information, see Tanium Reputation User Guide: Send data to the reputation service.

Trends

Connect features Trends charts that provide data visualization of Connect concepts. These boards are available in Trends and also

appear on the Connect Overview page.

The Connect charts display how much data is sent to all destinations each day, and the number of total connections that are

initiated and scheduled each hour. The charts include data for both failed and successful connection runs. The following panels are

in the Connect board in Trends, and also display on the Connect Overview page:

l Bytes sent per day

l Data sent per day

l Connection runs per hour

l Scheduled connections per hour

For more information about how to import the Trends boards that are provided by Connect, see Tanium Trends User Guide:

Importing the initial gallery.

https://docs.tanium.com/threat_response/threat_response/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/threat_response/threat_response/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/reputation/reputation/exporting_data.html#send_rep
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/importing_gallery.html
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/importing_gallery.html
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Getting started

Step 1: Install and configure Connect
Install and configure Tanium Connect.

For more information, see Installing Tanium Connect on page 27. If you upgrade from a previous version, see Upgrade Connect on

page 28.

Step 2: Create connections
Connections consist of a source and destination.

For more information, see Connection sources on page 11 and Connection destinations on page 11.

Step 3: Manage connections
When you have multiple connections, you can view a list of all the connections and the connection schedule.

For more information, see Managing connections on page 32.
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Gaining organizational effectiveness
The three key organizational governance steps to maximizing the value that is delivered by Connect are as follows:

l Develop a dedicated change management process. See Change management on page 17.

l Track operational maturity. See Operational metrics on page 17.

l Validate cross-functional alignment. See Organizational alignment on page 17.

Change management
Develop a tailored, dedicated change management process for patch management, taking into account the new capabilities

provided by Tanium.

l Update SLAs with elevated expectations, including connection configuration and maintenance.

l Identify key resources in the organization to review and approve changes to connection requirements to ensure minimal

unexpected or unapproved changes.

l Identify internal and external dependencies for connections from Tanium sources to destinations (example: creating or

updating database tables before sending data to a database).

l Identify maintenance windows for various connection management scenarios to maximize connection uptime.

l Create a Tanium steering group (TSG) for connection activities, to expedite reviews and approvals of processes that align

with SLAs.

Organizational alignment
Successful organizations use Tanium across functional silos as a common platform for high-fidelity endpoint data and unified

endpoint management. Tanium provides a common data schema that enables security, operations, and risk/compliance teams to

assure that they are acting on a common set of facts that are delivered by a unified platform.

In the absence of cross-functional alignment, functional silos often spend time and effort in litigating data quality instead of making

decisions to improve patch management.

Operational metrics

Connect maturity

Managing a program to export data from Tanium sources to destinations successfully includes operationalization of the technology

and measuring success through key benchmarking metrics. The four key processes to measure and guide operational maturity of

your Tanium Connect program are as follows:
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Process Description

Usage how and when Tanium Connect is used in your organization

Automation how automated Tanium Connect is

Functional Integration how integrated Tanium Connect is, across IT security, IT operations, and IT risk/compliance teams

Reporting how automated Tanium Connect is and who the audience of connection reporting is

Use the following table to determine the maturity level for Tanium Connect in your organization.
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Level 1
(Initializing)

Level 2
(Progressing)

Level 3
(Intermediate)

Level 4
(Mature)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Process Usage Tanium Core

Platform and

Connect

installed

Basic connections

configured and

running, such as

sending data to an

Email or

SMB destination

Configuration fine-

tuned, such as

memory

consumption or

memory usage

l Events

forwarded

from Tanium

modules

l Data filters

configured to

send new

items, or data

matching

numeric

values or

regular

expressions, to

destination

Advanced

connections

configured and

running, such as

integrations with

third-party

applications

(Splunk, ITSM

solution,

SQL Server)
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Level 1
(Initializing)

Level 2
(Progressing)

Level 3
(Intermediate)

Level 4
(Mature)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Automation Manual Manual Scheduled

connections

Scheduled

connections

listening to event-

based sources

End-to-end

workflow

established to

take action, such

as alerting or

remediation to a

third-party

application

Functional

integration

Unused AWS S3 or SMB

destination

configured, for

example

l Scheduled

exports to

third-party

IT systems,

such as data

lakes and

SIEMs

l Email

destination

configured

l Tanium Threat

Response or

Tanium

Reputation

sources

configured, for

example

Using integrated

event forwarding

and emails

Connect

integrated with a

third-party

application

(Splunk, ITSM

solution,

SQL Server)

Reporting Unused Ad hoc; Reporting

tailored to

stakeholders at

request

Consistent;

Reporting tailored

to stakeholders on

cadence

Automated;

Reporting tailored

to stakeholders

ranging

from Operator to

Executive

Automated;

Reporting

tailored to

stakeholders

ranging from

Operator to

Executive
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Connect requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Connect.

Core platform dependencies
Make sure that your environment meets the following requirements:

l Tanium™ Core Platform servers: 7.4.3.1204 or later

l Tanium™ Client: No client requirements.

Solution dependencies
Other Tanium solutions are required for specific Connect features to work (feature-specific dependencies). The installation method

that you select determines if the Tanium Server automatically imports dependencies or if you must manually import them.

Some Connect dependencies have their own dependencies, which you can see by clicking the links in the lists of

Feature-specific dependencies on page 22. Note that the links open the user guides for the latest version of each

solution, not necessarily the minimum version that Connect requires.

Tanium recommended installation

If you select Tanium Recommended Installation when you import Connect, the Tanium Server automatically imports all your

licensed solutions at the same time. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import all modules and services.

Import specific solutions

If you select only Connect to import and are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3531 or later with Tanium Console 3.0.72 or later, the

Tanium Server automatically imports the latest available versions of any required dependencies that are missing. If some required

dependencies are already imported but their versions are earlier than the minimum required for Connect, the server automatically

updates those dependencies to the latest available versions.

If you select only Connect to import and you are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3503 or earlier with Tanium Console 3.0.64 or

earlier, you must manually import or update required dependencies. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update

specific solutions.

Required dependencies

Connect has the following required dependencies at the specified minimum versions:

l Tanium™ RDB Service 1.2.66 or later

l Tanium™ System User Service 1.0.77 or later

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_all_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
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Feature-specific dependencies

If you select only Connect to import, you must manually import or update its feature-specific dependencies regardless of the Tanium

Console or Tanium Core Platform versions. Connect has the following feature-specific dependencies at the specified minimum

versions:

l Tanium Interact 2.4.50 or later for the Tanium Data Service source and to view charts on the Connect Overview page

l Tanium Trends 3.6 or later for the Tanium Trends source and to view charts on the Connect Overview page

l Tanium Asset 1.4 or later for the Tanium Asset source

l Tanium Comply 2.1 or later for the Tanium Comply source

l Tanium Direct Connect 2.1 or later for the Tanium Direct Connect source

l Tanium Discover 2.11 or later for the Tanium Discover or Event sources

l Tanium Endpoint Configuration 1.5 or later and Connect 5.9 or later for the Tanium Endpoint Configuration source

l Tanium Impact 1.7 or later for the Tanium Impact source

l Tanium Integrity Monitor for the Event source (2.13 or later for the Tanium Integrity Monitor source)

l Tanium Network Quarantine for the Event source

l Tanium Reporting 1.8 or later for the Tanium Reporting source

l Tanium Reputation 5.0 or later for the Tanium Reputation source

l Tanium Threat Response 1.3 or later for the Tanium Threat Response source

Client extensions
Connect installs client extensions on the Tanium™ Module Server. Client Extensions perform tasks that are common to certain

Tanium solutions. The Module Server uses code signatures to verify the integrity of each client extension prior to loading the

extension. Each client extension has recommended security exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without interference.

See Security exclusions for more information. The following client extensions perform Connect functions:

l Software Manager CX - Provides a catalog of all installed software on an endpoint. Tanium Asset or Tanium Patch installs

this client extension. Tanium Connect installs this client extension on the Module Server.

Tanium Module Server
Connect installs and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The impact on the Module Server is minimal and

depends on usage.

Endpoints
Connect does not deploy packages to endpoints. For Tanium Client operating system support, see Tanium Client Management User

Guide: Client version and host system requirements.

https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/asset/asset/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/comply/comply/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/direct_connect/direct_connect/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/discover/discover/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/endpoint_configuration/endpoint_configuration/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/impact/impact/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/integrity_monitor/integrity_monitor/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/network_quarantine/network_quarantine/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/reporting/reporting/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/reputation/reputation/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/threat_response/threat_response/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
requirements.html#security_exclusions
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
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Third-party software
With Connect, you can integrate with several different kinds of third-party software. If no specific version is listed, there are no

version requirements for that software.

l Microsoft SQL Server 2008, 2012 or 2014.

l Elasticsearch 7.2 or earlier.

l (SIEM) products and services including: HP ArcSight, LogRhythm, McAfee SIEM, and Splunk.

Host and network security requirements
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Connect.

Ports

The following ports are required for Connect communication.

Source Destination Port Protocol Purpose

Module Server Module Server

(loopback)

17441 TCP Internal purposes, not externally accessible

Service

providers

(external)

Varies TCP Connections to external threat intelligence feeds, SIEM, SMTP, Elasticsearch,

and so on.

Configure firewall policies to open ports for Tanium traffic with TCP-based rules instead of application identity-

based rules. For example, on a Palo Alto Networks firewall, configure the rules with service objects or service groups

instead of application objects or application groups.

Security exclusions

If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system processes, Tanium recommends that a

security administrator create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without interference. The configuration of these

exclusions varies depending on AV software. For a list of all security exclusions to define across Tanium, see Tanium Core Platform

Deployment Reference Guide: Host system security exclusions.

Target
Device

Notes Exclusion
Type

Exclusion

Module

Server

Process <Module Server>\services\connect-service\node.exe

Process <Module Server>\extensions\TaniumSoftwareManager.dll

Process <Module Server>\extensions\TaniumSoftwareManager.dll.sig

Connect security exclusions

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/security_exceptions.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/security_exceptions.html
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User role requirements
The following tables list the role permissions required to use Connect. To review a summary of the predefined roles, see Set up

Connect users on page 30.

For more information about role permissions and associated content sets, see Tanium Console User Guide: Managing RBAC.

Do not assign the Connect Service Account role to users. This role is for internal purposes only.

For the best results, do not assign the Connect Write (All) permission to a custom role. A user with this permission

might edit a connection that they otherwise would not have the proper permission to access, and send unintended

source data to a destination. Instead, if you want to edit a connection, take ownership, then make updates.

Permission Connect Administrator1,

2

Connect Operator1, 2 Connect User2

Connect

READ: Read own connections

RUN: Run own connections

SHOW: View the Connect workbench

WRITE: Write own connections

READ

RUN

SHOW

WRITE

READ

RUN

SHOW

WRITE

READ

RUN

SHOW

WRITE

Connect Administrator

Administrative-level access to Connect and

Reputation. Provides the User read

permission.

ADMINISTER

Connect Event

Write access to events through the

Connect API

WRITE WRITE WRITE

Connect Eventschema

Read and write access to event schemas

through the Connect API

READ READ

WRITE

READ

WRITE

Connect user role permissions

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_rbac_overview.html
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Permission Connect Administrator1,

2

Connect Operator1, 2 Connect User2

Connect Owner

Write access to take ownership of

connections owned by other users

WRITE WRITE

Connect Read

View all connections. ALL ALL

Connect Run

Run all connections. Provides the User

read permission.

ALL ALL

Connect Write (All)

Create, view, edit, or delete any

connection. Provides the User read

permission.

Connect Service Account

Access to module service accounts to read

and write data

1 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Trends 2.4 or later. You can view which Trends permissions are granted to this role in the

Tanium Console. For more information, see the Tanium Trends User Guide: User role requirements.

2 Users with this role can reuse a configured destination that they own, but cannot modify destinations owned by other users.

Connect user role permissions (continued)

Permission Content Set for Permission Connect Administrator Connect Operator Connect User

Plugin Connect

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

Plugin Connect Audit Plugins

EXECUTE

READ

Provided Connect platform content permissions

https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/requirements.html#user_roles
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Permission Content Set for Permission Connect Administrator Connect Operator Connect User

Plugin Trends1

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

To view which content set permissions are granted to a role, see Tanium Console User Guide: View effective role permissions.

1 Denotes a permission when Trends 2.4 or later is installed.

Provided Connect platform content permissions (continued)

Connections are hidden from the Connections list view if the authenticated user does not have the required

permissions for the data source. Examples that could limit the view of an authenticated user include RBAC access to

a saved question or computer group, or System Administrator access to the various types of audit logs that are

available from the Tanium Platform. See the following table for required permissions for specific sources.

Role Enables

A custom role that includes the Action read platform content

permission

Access to the Action History source.

For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Configure a

custom role.

A custom role that includes the Audit read administration permission Access to the Tanium Audit Source source.

For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Configure a

custom role.

A custom role that includes the Question History read administration

permission

Access to the Question History source.

For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Configure a

custom role.

A custom role that includes the System Status read administration

permission

Access to the Client Status source.

For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Configure a

custom role.

Tanium Administrator Access to the Server Information Source source.

Optional roles for Connect

Connections use the owner's role permissions to access content. If the connection owner has insufficient permission

for content that a connection requires, such as inability to view a computer group, the connection might not fully

export the data that you intend to export. For more information and descriptions of content sets and permissions,

see Tanium Console User Guide: RBAC overview.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_roles.html#Effective_permissions
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_roles.html#roles_configure
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_roles.html#roles_configure
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_roles.html#roles_configure
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_roles.html#roles_configure
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_roles.html#roles_configure
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_roles.html#roles_configure
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_roles.html#roles_configure
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_roles.html#roles_configure
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_rbac_overview.html
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Installing Tanium Connect
Use the Tanium Console Solutions page to install Connect and choose either automatic or manual configuration:

l Automatic configuration with default settings (Tanium Core Platform 7.4.2 or later only): Connect is installed with any

required dependencies and other selected products. After installation, the Tanium Server automatically configures the

recommended default settings. This option is the best practice for most deployments. For more information about the

automatic configuration for Connect, see Import Connect with default settings on page 27.

l Manual configuration with custom settings: After installing Connect, you must manually configure required settings.

Select this option only if Connect requires settings that differ from the recommended default settings. For more information,

see Import Connect with custom settings on page 27.

Before you begin
l Read the release notes.

l Review the Connect requirements on page 21.

l If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrade Connect on page 28.

l Assign the correct roles to users for Connect. Review the User role requirements on page 24.

o To import the Connect solution, you must be assigned the Administrator reserved role.

Import Connect with default settings
No default settings are configured for Connect.

To import Connect and configure default settings, see Tanium Console User Guide: Import all modules and services. After the

import, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Connect version on page 28.

Import Connect with custom settings
To import Connect without automatically configuring default settings, be sure to deselect the Apply All Tanium recommended
configurations check box while performing the steps in Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update specific solutions.

After the import, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Connect version on page 28.

To configure settings, see Configure settings on page 29.

Manage solution dependencies
When you start the Connect workbench for the first time, the Tanium Server checks whether all the Tanium modules and shared

services (solutions) that are required for Connect are installed at the required versions. The Connect workbench cannot load unless

all required dependencies are installed. If you selected Tanium Recommended Installation when you imported Connect, the

https://kb.tanium.com/Category:Tanium_Connect
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_all_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
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Tanium Server automatically imported all your licensed solutions at the same time. Otherwise, if you manually imported Connect

and did not import all its dependencies, the Tanium Console displays a banner that lists the dependencies and the required

versions. See Solution dependencies.

Perform the following steps if a banner indicates any Connect dependencies are not installed:

1. Install the dependencies as described in Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update specific solutions.

2. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Connect to open the Connect Overview page and verify that the Console no longer

displays a banner to list missing dependencies.

Upgrade Connect

Before you upgrade Connect, you must back up your <Module Server>\services\connect-

files\config\connect.db file in case you need to revert to a previous version of Connect. The support

package is the easiest way to obtain a backup of the Connect database. For more information, see Collect logs on

page 185.

For the steps to upgrade Connect, see Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update specific solutions. After the

upgrade, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Connect version on page 28.

If you upgrade from a version prior to Connect 4.12, you must Installing Tanium Connect on page 27 immediately

after you upgrade. Verify that any previously created connections still work correctly.

Verify Connect version
After you import or upgrade Connect, verify that the correct version is installed:

1. Refresh your browser.

2. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Connect to open the Connect Overview page.

3. To display version information, click Info .

https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
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Configuring Tanium Connect
If you did not install Connect with the Apply All Tanium recommended configurations option, you must enable and configure

certain features.

No default settings are configured for Connect.

Configure Connect

Configure settings

You can configure the following settings for Connect in the Configuration section of the Connect Settings:

Connection Run Log Expiration

Number of days before connection run logs are removed.

Connect Service Log Level

Log level for the Connect service logs.

Default Workbench Time Zone

Time zone that is used by default by the Connect workbench.

Internal IPs

Allow anyone to run connections to IP addresses in the following internal subnets:

l 10.0.0.0/8

l 127.0.0.0/8

l 169.254.0.0/16

l 172.16.0.0/12

l 192.168.0.0/16

For more information, see Test connections on page 187.

Memory Ceiling

The global maximum sum of memory (Gb) for all simultaneously running connections. This defaults to 8 GB. The per-

connection Memory Ceiling (by default, 1 GB) cannot exceed the global Memory Ceiling. Increase this setting when you have

one or more demanding connections that frequently exhibit out of memory errors while running.
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If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections enter

a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear the Queue
Connections configuration setting.

Process Count Limit

Specify how many scheduled connections can run simultaneously, each with its own dedicated background process. This

setting gives you better control over how many simultaneously running connections you want to allow in your environment.

Set to 0 to allow unlimited simultaneous connections.

Queue Connections

Option to queue additional scheduled connections when the maximum memory or process counts is reached. If this setting

is not enabled, any connections beyond the specified maximum values that attempt to run result in failures.

Set up Connect users

You can use the following set of predefined user roles to set up Connect users.

To review specific permissions for each role, see User role requirements on page 24.

On installation, Connect creates a Connect user to automatically manage the Connect service account. Do not edit

or delete the Connect user.

For more information about assigning user roles, see Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Manage role assignments for a user.

Connect Administrator

Assign the Connect Administrator role to users who manage the configuration of Connect.

This role can perform the following tasks:

l Configure Connect settings, including resource allocation and logging

l View, run, and create connections

l Take ownership of connections owned by other users

l Edit and delete owned connections

l Access the Connect REST API

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#Assign_roles
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Connect Operator

Assign the Connect Operator role to users who manage the configuration of Connect.

This role can perform the following tasks:

l Configure some Connect settings, including resource allocation and logging

l View, run, and create connections

l Take ownership of connections owned by other users

l Edit and delete owned connections

l Access the Connect REST API

Connect User

Assign the Connect User role to users who work with connections.

This role can perform the following tasks:

l Create connections

l View, run, edit, and delete owned connections

Do not assign the Connect Service Account role to users. This role is for internal purposes only.
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Managing connections
You can view status, edit, import, and export connections.

View connection status
To view the status of your connections, choose one of the following options:

l Go to the Connect Overview page, and scroll to the Connections section.

l From the Connect menu, click Connections.

A list of your connections displays with status information.

l Click to expand any row to show additional details for the connection, include owner, source, and schedule.

l Click any connection to view details for the connection, including associated persona, statistics about the amount of data,

connection runs, schedule, and logs for previous runs.

The Connections section also has a dedicated page. To access, click Connections from the Connect menu.
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Filter connections list

If you have many connections, you can filter or order the list.

l To filter on a specific connection, enter the connection name in the Filter by text field. The list updates with any connection

names that contain the value you entered. To clear the filter, click X in the Filter by text field.

l Click a column header to sort the connections by the data in the column in descending order. Click the column header again

to sort the list in ascending order. To clear the sort, click the column header a third time.

View schedule for all connections

You can view the schedule for each connection in relation to all of the other connections.

From the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Schedule. The default view shows the connection

runs for the current day, in the time zone of your browser.

l To view details about a connection, click the connection name or click a run icon for the connection. If the run icon is for a

failed run, click the run icon to open the specific run log.

l To view all of the connections that happened on a specific date, select the date in the calendar field above the schedule.
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l To filter the connections that display in the schedule, type a name into the Filter by name field. The list of connections

automatically updates. To clear the filter, click X in the Filter by name field.

l To view the run log for a specific connection run, click the run icon in the schedule.

Change schedule time zone

To change the Default Workbench Time Zone, go to the Connect Overview page, click Settings , and open the Configuration

tab.

View connection metrics
Use the charts in the Summary section to view overall connection metrics.

l To track how many connections have run for each hour over the past seven days, use the Connection Runs Per Hour and
Scheduled Connections Per Hour charts.

l To track how much data is sent by all connections over the past seven days, use the Rows Sent Per Day and Bytes Sent
Per Day charts.

Edit connections
To edit a connection, go to Modules > Connect, scroll to the Connections section, click the connection, and click Edit. You can

change the connection source, destination, filters, formats, and schedule in the configuration screen.

Users that are members of predefined roles can only edit owned connections. For more information on connection

ownership, see Update connection owner and persona on page 37.

You can reference the documentation for the particular destination type for more information.

l Some destinations use specific destination names. When you edit a named destination, the changes affect all connections

where that specific Destination Name is used.

l Some connections use passwords for the destination. If you change settings for a destination, you must re-enter the

password.

Schedule connections
Schedule connections to run at specific time intervals. Then, you can view the schedule status of all of your connections in the

schedule view.
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Update a connection schedule

1. Edit the connection.

From the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section, and click the connection.

2. Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:

l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced
field to edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not

run. For more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on

page 191.

3. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Save.

Run connections
In addition to scheduling a connection, you can manually run a connection. There are multiple options throughout Connect to

manually run a connection:
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l From the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section, select the checkbox next to the connection, and click

Run Now.

l From the Connect menu, click Connections to open the Connections page. Select the checkbox next to the connection, and

click Run Now.

l From either the Connect Overview page or the Connections page, click the connection to view details for the connection.

From this page, click Run.

l When you edit a connection, click Run at the top of the page to run the connection. Note that if you click Run, any changes
you made are not saved. If you make changes to the connection and want to run the connection with the updated settings,

scroll to the bottom of the page and click Save and Run.

If a connection is already running, the option to run the connection is replaced with a Stop button.

Update connection owner and persona
Each connection is associated with a user account that owns the connection, and an optional persona for that user account. Only

data that the owner user and associated persona can access is sent from a source to a connection destination.

Connections display one of the following Owner values:

l A user name if a user owns the connection

l Unassigned if no user owns the connection

Connections display one of several Run as Persona values:

l a persona name if a persona is associated with the connection and the active session user either has the persona or

otherwise has rights to view the persona

l a persona ID if a persona is associated with the connection, but the active session user does not have the persona nor rights

to view the persona

l Default Persona if no persona is associated with the connection

l Unknown while an existing connection is migrated to an updated Connect version, or in other rare cases. For more

information, see Troubleshooting on page 185.

The user that creates a connection is the initial owner, and that user's active persona at creation time is the initial persona

associated with the connection. If the user selects the default persona during connection creation, no persona is associated with the

connection.

You can update a connection owner or associated persona. For example, if a connection owner leaves a department or otherwise

changes responsibilities, you can update the connection owner to another user to maintain the connections and data output.

Alternatively, if you add a new computer group and new persona, you can update the persona associated with the connection to the

new persona, and include data from the new endpoints in a connection run.
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Verify that a new owner user or persona can access intended content before you update connection ownership or

associated persona, to ensure that a connection runs as expected. For example, if the updated permission set does

not have the right to access a computer group, endpoint members of that computer group might not be included in

the data. Alternatively, if the updated permission set does not have the right to access a saved question, a

connection that uses that saved question as a source might fail.

You can only update the persona associated with a connection if your user is the owner. The personas available to a connection are

limited to the personas assigned to your user account. You can update connection ownership or associated persona for one or more

connections at a time.

Update owner or persona for one or more connections

1. Change your active persona to a persona you want to associate with a connection. If you use the default persona, no persona

is associated with a connection. For more information on selecting a persona, see Tanium Console User Guide: Select a

persona for your Console session.

2. Choose one of the following options:

l From the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section.

l From the Connect menu, click Connections.

3.  Choose one of the following options:

l To update the owner and persona to your active user and persona, select the checkbox next to one or more

connections, then click Actions > Edit Ownership. Click Save.

The connection ownership updates to the active session user and persona.

l To update the persona on connections that your user owns, select the checkbox next to one or more connections,

then click Actions > Change persona. Click Change Persona.

The connection persona updates to the active session user persona.

If you select multiple connections to update ownership, and your user account is already the owner of some

connections, your user remains the owner of those connections. Similarly, if the active persona is already

associated with some of the selected connections, the persona remains associated with those connections.

Manage connection limits
Connect contains options to limit the CPU and memory resources that are available for connections. Connect settings are available

in the Configuration tab of the Settings page.

l Use the Memory Ceiling option to set a maximum sum of memory (GB) for all simultaneously running connections.

l Use the Process Count Limit option to limit the number of connections that can run simultaneously.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_personas.html#Select_Persona
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_personas.html#Select_Persona
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If you update these settings, make sure the settings account for how much average and maximum data is sent on the connection

runs. For example, if Process Count Limit is set to 4 and Memory Ceiling is set to 8 GB, the maximum average data available per

connection is 2 GB. If your connections send an average of 4 GB for each connection run, and the Process Count Limit is set to 4,

then the default Memory Ceiling setting of 8 GB is not enough to simultaneously run four connections in your environment. In this

case, you can increase the Memory Ceiling to 16 GB, decrease the Process Count Limit to 2, or reschedule connections to reduce

the number of simultaneously running connections.

For more information on Connect settings, see Installing Tanium Connect on page 27.

When scheduling connections, you should stagger connection start times to reduce the number of connections that

run simultaneously. For information on how to see the schedule for all connections, see View schedule for all

connections on page 33.

Export connections
If you want to back up or move connections between environments, you can export a connection.

1. From the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section.

2. Select the connections that you want to export, click Actions > Export, and confirm the export. The connections are saved to

your download folder as a JSON file.

Import connections
You can import connections from JSON files that have been exported from the Connect 4 Workbench. You cannot import

connections from Connect 3 or earlier.
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1. From the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section.

2. Click Import and then click Import File. Select the JSON file from which you want to import connections.

3. Expand each row to review the messages for each connection that you are importing.

You can filter the list of connections by the connection status, source, or destination.
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4. When you are ready to import one or more connections, select the connections and click Save.

5. If any of the connections have errors or warnings, resolve the issues before you import the connection.

a. Click the name of the connection that you want to import that has import errors.

b. Edit the settings in the connection to resolve the issues.

c. Click Import Connection.

6. (Optional) If a connection is on the list that you do not want to import or review, select the connection and click Remove.

Use the same source for multiple destinations
For Event, Saved Question, and Tanium Data Service sources, you can send data from one source to multiple destinations by

creating multiple connections that run at the same time, or within the question expiration period.

For example, you might want the output of a single saved question to send data to Splunk and also send an email. You can create

two connections that both use the same source, but are each configured to use different destinations. If you configure both

connections to run at the same time, or within the question expiration period, the environment is queried only once and the data is

sent to both destinations.

For more information about the question expiration period, see Tanium Console User Guide: Question expiration.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html#Question_expiration
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Use the same destination in multiple connections
You can reuse a destination in multiple connections. An existing destination is a specific instance of a destination that has specific

details of the data target specified. These details vary for each destination type, but might include information such as the target IP

address and port number, user name and password information, and destination paths.

After you create a destination, you can use the destination again in another connection.

To reuse a destination, choose an existing destination for the Destination Name.

For example, you might create a Splunk connection by setting the host name and port of the Splunk indexer and the format of the

data to send. You can use this configured Splunk destination with multiple connections to send multiple data sources to your single

Splunk configuration.

If you edit the settings for a shared destination for one connection, any other connections that use the shared

destination are affected. Alternatively, you can select an existing destination and rename the Destination Name to

create a new destination.

Clear New Items cache
If you are using the New Items filter, you can clear the new items cache in an existing connection.

1. From the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section, and click the connection.

2. Click Edit.

3. Expand the Configure Output > Filters > Learning Settings section.

4. Click Clear Learned Items Cache and then click Confirm to remove all of the items in the baseline data. To remove all items

in the baseline data and restart the learning period, click Restart learning.
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Use REST APIs to manage connections
You can use the REST APIs for Connect to create, edit, and manage connections.

To view the Connect REST API documentation, navigate to the Connect Overview page, click Help , and click Connect API

Documentation.

Configure notifications for failed connection runs
If you use the Connect > Failed Connection Run event group, you can choose to send a notification for a failed connection run.
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This type of connection runs only once. If this connection fails, it does not reattempt the notification, so it prevents the connection

from repeatedly running in the event that something in the connection is failing.
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Configuring AWS S3 destinations
With Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3, you can store and retrieve data in real time from almost any type of structured and

unstructured data source. With Connect, Tanium can write data directly to AWS S3.

Assign the minimum required S3 bucket access permissions (s3:GetObject, s3:PutObject, and

s3:ListBucket) before you configure an S3 bucket as a destination.
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Specify general connection information
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1. On the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

2. Enter a name and description for the connection.
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3. (Optional) In the General Information section, expand Advanced to configure the following settings:
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Log Level

By default, Log Level is set to Information. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set Log Level to Warning,
Error, or Fatal.
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Override Log Level

If you are debugging the connection, select Override Log Level to set a Temporary Log Level (such as Trace or

Debug) on this connection for a selected Number of Runs (up to 24). A scheduled or manual connection run, once

started, counts towards the number of runs, regardless of the connection status. After the number of runs elapse, the

logging for this connection returns to the Log Level you selected to prevent finer-grained logging from consuming

additional resources for an indefinite number of runs.

Minimum Pass Percentage

Minimum percentage of the expected rows that must be processed for the connection to succeed.

Memory Ceiling (GB)

Maximum memory for the node process to run the connection. This defaults to 1 GB per connection, and cannot

exceed the global maximum sum of memory for all running connections (by default, 8 GB). Increase this setting if a

connection frequently exhibits out of memory errors while running.

If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections

enter a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear

the Queue Connections configuration setting.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data is usually information from Tanium, such

as a saved question, question log, client status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection sources on page 11.

Connection sources
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Configure AWS S3 destination
1. Select AWS S3 for the destination and provide a destination name. Do one of the following:

l Specify a unique name to save the configuration information as a new destination. Select New, and then enter a

Destination Name.

l Select an existing destination. Select Existing, and then select a destination from the Destination Name drop-down

list. If you edit the settings for an existing destination, all connections that use that destination are affected.

l Copy an existing destination. Select New, and then click Copy Settings. Select a destination from the drop-down list,

click Apply, and update the Destination Name.
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2. Specify authentication credentials, including AWS access key, secret access key, bucket name, and file name.

You can use a variable for both the bucket name and the file name, as listed in Reference: Variables on page 203.
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3. (Optional) Configure advanced settings. In the Configuration section, under the destination settings, expand Advanced.

a. If you have a proxy configured for your Tanium Module Server, select Use Tanium Module Server Proxy Setting.

b. To use an endpoint other than the default endpoint that is associated with your AWS credentials, provide the host.

Configure filters
(Optional) In the Configure Output > Filters section, you can specify filters to modify the data that you are getting from your

connection source before it is sent to the destination.

For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Reference: Filtering options on page 196.

Format data for AWS S3
In the Configure Output > Format section, you can choose to save your data in all of the available formats, as listed in Reference:

Format types on page 198. Each format has slightly different configuration options, but all allow you to choose which column data

to save.

In the Configure Output > Columns section, you can change the Destination Label of each column and Value Type to force the

column to be a String, Numeric, or Date/Time value.

If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric value.

You can specify any negative or positive number.
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If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column. For more information about using a

variable, see Time stamp variables on page 205.

For more information about column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per hour, day, week, or month.

If you do not enable the schedule, the connection only runs when you manually run it, unless you configure an

Event source. Connections with Event sources only run when a configured event is detected, and cannot be

scheduled or manually run.

Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:
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l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced field to

edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run. For

more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on page 191.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 195.

Save and verify connection
1. After you enter the details for the connection, click Save.

To save the connection and immediately run the connection, click Run and Save.

If needed, resolve any errors or missing information. After the connection creates successfully, the connection details display.
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2. To view details when the connection runs, click the Logs tab.

3. To view an individual run log, expand the row table. For more information on resolving errors, see Troubleshooting on page

185.
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Configuring Elasticsearch destinations
With Elasticsearch, you can search, analyze, and get actionable insights in real time from almost any type of structured and

unstructured data source. With Connect, Tanium can write data directly to Elasticsearch.
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Specify general connection information
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1. On the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

2. Enter a name and description for the connection.
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3. (Optional) In the General Information section, expand Advanced to configure the following settings:
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Log Level

By default, Log Level is set to Information. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set Log Level to Warning,
Error, or Fatal.
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Override Log Level

If you are debugging the connection, select Override Log Level to set a Temporary Log Level (such as Trace or

Debug) on this connection for a selected Number of Runs (up to 24). A scheduled or manual connection run, once

started, counts towards the number of runs, regardless of the connection status. After the number of runs elapse, the

logging for this connection returns to the Log Level you selected to prevent finer-grained logging from consuming

additional resources for an indefinite number of runs.

Minimum Pass Percentage

Minimum percentage of the expected rows that must be processed for the connection to succeed.

Memory Ceiling (GB)

Maximum memory for the node process to run the connection. This defaults to 1 GB per connection, and cannot

exceed the global maximum sum of memory for all running connections (by default, 8 GB). Increase this setting if a

connection frequently exhibits out of memory errors while running.

If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections

enter a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear

the Queue Connections configuration setting.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data is usually information from Tanium, such

as a saved question, question log, client status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection sources on page 11.

Connection sources
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Configure Elasticsearch destination
1. In the Configuration section, provide a name for the destination.

l Specify a unique name to save the configuration information as a new destination. Select New, and then enter a

Destination Name.

l Select an existing destination. Select Existing, and then select a destination from the Destination Name drop-down

list. If you edit the settings for an existing destination, all connections that use that destination are affected.

l Copy an existing destination. Select New, and then click Copy Settings. Select a destination from the drop-down list,

click Apply, and update the Destination Name.

2. Define a URL to access the Elasticsearch API.

You can use a variable for the URL, as listed in Reference: Variables on page 203. The URL is in the following format:

<protocol>://<elasticSearchHost>:<elasticSearchPort>/<index>/_bulk

where:
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protocol

Specifies the protocol for accessing the Elasticsearch server (http or https). If you specify https for the URL, the

connection validates the Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificate. You can also select Trust on First Use to accept

the certificate presented from the server and trust only that certificate for future connection runs.

elasticSearchHost

Specifies the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) or IP of the Elasticsearch server.

elasticSearchPort

Specifies the port on which the Elasticsearch server is listening. The default is: 9200.

index

Specifies the unique identifier for this API request. The common format for this identifier is: {name}-

{0:yyyy.MM.dd}. This date format creates a unique index each day.

3. In the Advanced section for the destination, select Use Authentication if you want to use authentication with Elasticsearch,

then enter a User Name and Password.

If you specify http for the URL, authentication information is encrypted at rest, but passed unencrypted to

the destination.

4. In the Advanced section, define the Batch Size, which determines the number of messages to batch before sending data to

Elasticsearch, and the connection Timeout in seconds.

5. If you have a proxy configured for your Tanium Module Server, select Use Tanium Module Server Proxy Setting. When

selected, the proxy makes the outbound connection to the specified Elasticsearch instance provided in the URL.

Configure filters
(Optional) In the Configure Output > Filters section, you can specify filters to modify the data that you are getting from your

connection source before it is sent to the destination.

For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Reference: Filtering options on page 196.

Format data for Elasticsearch
In the Configure Output > Format > Advanced section, choose the columns that you want to use as an _idmetadata value in

Elasticsearch. The _id value is a hash value generated from the combination of the selected column values, before applying any

configured Value Escape Regex regular expressions and Value Escape Replace value substitutions. If you select at least one

column, the connection data includes an additional column (id) which also contains the _id hash value. If you do not select any

columns, Elasticsearch generates a unique _id value.
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Select columns whose values generally remain static, such as ComputerId, ComputerName, or
ComputerSerialNumber.

If a saved question is selected as a source, select Group columns by sensor to return the results as an array of objects instead of an

array of simple value types. You cannot customize the columns with this option.
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In the Configure Output > Columns section, you can change the Destination Label of each column and Value Type to force the

column to be a String, Numeric, or Date/Time value.

If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric value.

You can specify any negative or positive number.

If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column. For more information about using a

variable, see Time stamp variables on page 205.

For more information about column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per hour, day, week, or month.

If you do not enable the schedule, the connection only runs when you manually run it, unless you configure an

Event source. Connections with Event sources only run when a configured event is detected, and cannot be

scheduled or manually run.

Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:
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l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced field to

edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run. For

more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on page 191.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 195.

Save and verify connection
1. After you enter the details for the connection, click Save.

To save the connection and immediately run the connection, click Run and Save.

If needed, resolve any errors or missing information. After the connection creates successfully, the connection details display.
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2. To view details when the connection runs, click the Logs tab.

3. To view an individual run log, expand the row table. For more information on resolving errors, see Troubleshooting on page

185.
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Configuring email destinations
You can send information from a connection source to a set of email addresses. You can either include the results in the email body,

or create an attachment.

Prerequisites
l Email addresses for sending and receiving email results.

l Information about your mail server, including host, port, user name, password, and authentication information.

Standard TCP ports for secure email include 465 and 587. Tanium does not support sending data over TCP port 25

outbound.
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Specify general connection information
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1. On the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

2. Enter a name and description for the connection.
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3. (Optional) In the General Information section, expand Advanced to configure the following settings:
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Log Level

By default, Log Level is set to Information. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set Log Level to Warning,
Error, or Fatal.
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Override Log Level

If you are debugging the connection, select Override Log Level to set a Temporary Log Level (such as Trace or

Debug) on this connection for a selected Number of Runs (up to 24). A scheduled or manual connection run, once

started, counts towards the number of runs, regardless of the connection status. After the number of runs elapse, the

logging for this connection returns to the Log Level you selected to prevent finer-grained logging from consuming

additional resources for an indefinite number of runs.

Minimum Pass Percentage

Minimum percentage of the expected rows that must be processed for the connection to succeed.

Memory Ceiling (GB)

Maximum memory for the node process to run the connection. This defaults to 1 GB per connection, and cannot

exceed the global maximum sum of memory for all running connections (by default, 8 GB). Increase this setting if a

connection frequently exhibits out of memory errors while running.

If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections

enter a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear

the Queue Connections configuration setting.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data is usually information from Tanium, such

as a saved question, question log, client status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection sources on page 11.

Connection sources
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Configure the email results destination
1. In the Email section for the destination, provide a name for the destination.

l Specify a unique name to save the configuration information as a new destination. Select New, and then enter a

Destination Name.

l Select an existing destination. Select Existing, and then select a destination from the Destination Name drop-down

list. If you edit the settings for an existing destination, all connections that use that destination are affected.

l Copy an existing destination. Select New, and then click Copy Settings. Select a destination from the drop-down list,

click Apply, and update the Destination Name.
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2. In the Email section, provide information about the email Subject, From Address, and To Address sections. Some fields also

support variable substitution, as listed in Reference: Variables on page 203.
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3. Specify information about the mail server in the Mail Configuration section:

l Provide the host name, port, user name, and password.

l Select Secure if the connection with the SMTP server is authenticated and uses TLS encryption.

If you do not select Secure, authentication information is encrypted at rest, but passed unencrypted

to the destination.
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l Specify a Timeout value for sending the message. The default is 0, which means that there is no timeout. A

recommended timeout value is 10 seconds.

4. (Optional) Specify advanced settings. Some fields also support variable substitution, as listed in Reference: Variables on page

203.

l You can configure CC and BCC addresses for the email and specify the settings for the email attachment.

l Attachment is selected by default. Specify a file name and file extension in the Attachment File Name. The file
extension does not need to match the format option you select in the Format section. Note the option that you select
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in the Format section does not add or change the file extension.

l You can compress the attachment into a zip or gzip file. If you select a compression method, the file extension for the

compression method is automatically added to the end of the file name.

Configure filters
(Optional) In the Configure Output > Filters section, you can specify filters to modify the data that you are getting from your

connection source before it is sent to the destination.

For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Reference: Filtering options on page 196.

Format data for email
You can choose from any of the available formats for your email. The data is sent in the body of the email by default.

If you want to attach a file to the email instead of having the data in the body of the email, edit the Advanced settings for the Email

destination and select Attachment. Specify a file name and whether the file should be compressed.
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The data format for email destinations is HTML by default. You can choose the columns that are displayed in the resulting email.
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In the Configure Output > Columns section, you can change the Destination Label of each column and Value Type to force the

column to be a String, Numeric, or Date/Time value.

If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric value.

You can specify any negative or positive number.

If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column. For more information about using a

variable, see Time stamp variables on page 205.

For more information about column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per hour, day, week, or month.

If you do not enable the schedule, the connection only runs when you manually run it, unless you configure an

Event source. Connections with Event sources only run when a configured event is detected, and cannot be

scheduled or manually run.

Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:
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l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced field to

edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run. For

more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on page 191.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 195.

Save and verify connection
1. After you enter the details for the connection, click Save.

To save the connection and immediately run the connection, click Run and Save.

If needed, resolve any errors or missing information. After the connection creates successfully, the connection details display.
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2. To view details when the connection runs, click the Logs tab.

3. To view an individual run log, expand the row table. For more information on resolving errors, see Troubleshooting on page

185.
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Configuring file destinations
You can configure flat text or JSON files as your connection destination. By default, files are written to the \Program

Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connect-files\output directory on Windows. On a Tanium™

Appliance, files are written to /opt/mounts/connect by default, or you can specify a file share mount for Connect. For more

information, see Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Configure solution module file share mounts.

https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/appliance_configuration_menu.html#mount_file_share
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Specify general connection information
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1. On the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

2. Enter a name and description for the connection.
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3. (Optional) In the General Information section, expand Advanced to configure the following settings:
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Log Level

By default, Log Level is set to Information. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set Log Level to Warning,
Error, or Fatal.
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Override Log Level

If you are debugging the connection, select Override Log Level to set a Temporary Log Level (such as Trace or

Debug) on this connection for a selected Number of Runs (up to 24). A scheduled or manual connection run, once

started, counts towards the number of runs, regardless of the connection status. After the number of runs elapse, the

logging for this connection returns to the Log Level you selected to prevent finer-grained logging from consuming

additional resources for an indefinite number of runs.

Minimum Pass Percentage

Minimum percentage of the expected rows that must be processed for the connection to succeed.

Memory Ceiling (GB)

Maximum memory for the node process to run the connection. This defaults to 1 GB per connection, and cannot

exceed the global maximum sum of memory for all running connections (by default, 8 GB). Increase this setting if a

connection frequently exhibits out of memory errors while running.

If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections

enter a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear

the Queue Connections configuration setting.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data is usually information from Tanium, such

as a saved question, question log, client status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection sources on page 11.

Connection sources

Configure the file destination
Specify details about the file that you want Connect to create, including the file name and how you want to save the file.
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1. Name the destination.

l Specify a unique name to save the configuration information as a new destination. Select New, and then enter a

Destination Name.

l Select an existing destination. Select Existing, and then select a destination from the Destination Name drop-down

list. If you edit the settings for an existing destination, all connections that use that destination are affected.

l Copy an existing destination. Select New, and then click Copy Settings. Select a destination from the drop-down list,

click Apply, and update the Destination Name.
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2. Enter the file name with extension, or use a variable as listed in Reference: Variables on page 203. On Windows, files are

written to the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connect-files\output

directory.

l The file name can include a subdirectory to create in the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module

Server\services\connect-files\output directory, or just the file name. For example, if you specify high_

cpu_results\cpu_results.txt, the file is written to: \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module

Server\services\connect-files\output\high_cpu_results\cpu_results.txt.

l If you want to point to the file directory on the Module Server from another location, create a symbolic link with the

mklink command. For example, if you wanted a symbolic link from the c:\logs\mylogs directory to the Connect

logs directory, you might run: 

mklink /d "c:\logs\mylogs" "c:\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\connect-files\output\logs\mylogs"

l Include a file extension with the file name. The file extension does not need to match the format option you select in

the Format section. Note the option that you select in the Format section does not add or change the file extension.

l You can choose to compress the resulting file as a gzip or zip file. If you select a compression method, the file

extension for the compression method is automatically added to the end of the file name.

On Tanium Appliance, files are written to /opt/mounts/connect or you can specify a file share mount for

Connect. For more information, see Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Configure solution module file

share mounts.

3. (Optional) In the Advanced section, add a time stamp to the file name. Each time that the connection runs, it generates a new

file with the time stamp in the file name.

You can choose from the formats that are available, or enter your own time stamp format in ISO 8601 format.

4. (Optional) Compress or replace files.

Choose whether you want to replace the contents of the file when the connection runs, or if you want to append to the file

contents. If you choose to replace the file contents, you can also compress the resulting file in zip or gzip format.

If you configure the connection to add a time stamp to the file name, the Replace File option has no effect.

The connection generates a new file with the time stamp in the file name each time that it runs.

Configure filters
(Optional) In the Configure Output > Filters section, you can specify filters to modify the data that you are getting from your

connection source before it is sent to the destination.

For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Reference: Filtering options on page 196.

https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/appliance_configuration_menu.html#mount_file_share
https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/appliance_configuration_menu.html#mount_file_share
https://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-datetime
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Format data for file
You can choose to save your file in any of the available formats, as listed in Reference: Format types on page 198. Each format has

slightly different configuration options, but all allow you to choose which column data to save.

In the Configure Output > Columns section, you can change the Destination Label of each column and Value Type to force the

column to be a String, Numeric, or Date/Time value.

If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric value.

You can specify any negative or positive number.

If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column. For more information about using a

variable, see Time stamp variables on page 205.

For more information about column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per hour, day, week, or month.
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If you do not enable the schedule, the connection only runs when you manually run it, unless you configure an

Event source. Connections with Event sources only run when a configured event is detected, and cannot be

scheduled or manually run.

Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:

l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced field to

edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run. For

more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on page 191.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 195.

Save and verify connection
1. After you enter the details for the connection, click Save.

To save the connection and immediately run the connection, click Run and Save.

If needed, resolve any errors or missing information. After the connection creates successfully, the connection details display.
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2. To view details when the connection runs, click the Logs tab.

3. To view an individual run log, expand the row table. For more information on resolving errors, see Troubleshooting on page

185.
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Configuring HTTP destinations
You can send data from Connect to a REST API. You can choose to send all the data to the REST API in a single batch or in multiple

segments. Form data is not supported.

Configure a receiver
You must have a script on your server that can receive the HTTP request from Tanium.

The following examples use a service that only accepts JSON format.

Node.js example

'use strict';

const restify = require('restify');

const fs = require('fs');

const server = restify.createServer({ name: 'File Receiver' });

let file = 0;

const dir = 'files';

if (!fs.existsSync(dir)) {

fs.mkdirSync('files');

}

function postFile(req, res, next) {

const fileName = `files/testing${file++}.txt`;

const fileData = JSON.stringify(req.body);

fs.writeFile(fileName, fileData, err => {

if (err) {

console.error('err', err);

res.send(500, err);

} else {

console.log(`wrote to file ${fileName}`);

res.send(200);

}

next();

});

}

server.post('/post', postFile);
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server.listen(17800, '0.0.0.0', () => {

console.log(`${server.name} listening at ${server.url}`);

});

Python example

from flask import Flask, request, Response

import os

import json

app = Flask(__name__)

file = 0

dir = 'files'

os.makedirs(dir, exist_ok=True)

@app.route("/post", methods=['POST'])

def connection_handle():

global file

file_data = json.dumps(request.get_json())

file_name = f"{dir}/testing{file}.txt"

file += 1

try:

file_handle = open(file_name, mode="w", encoding="utf-8")

file_handle.write(file_data)

file_handle.close()

except:

return Response('err', status=500, mimetype='application/json')

return 'done'

app.run(host = '0.0.0.0', port = 17800)

Ruby example

require "sinatra"

require "fileutils"

set :port, 17800

set :bind, "0.0.0.0"

file = 0
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dir = "files"

FileUtils.mkdir_p dir

post "/post" do

file_data = JSON.parse request.body.read

file_name = "#{dir}/testing#{file}.txt"

file += 1

begin

File.write file_name, file_data.to_json

puts "wrote to file #{file_name}"

return

rescue Exception => e

status 500

"err #{e}"

end

end
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Specify general connection information
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1. On the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

2. Enter a name and description for the connection.
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3. (Optional) In the General Information section, expand Advanced to configure the following settings:
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Log Level

By default, Log Level is set to Information. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set Log Level to Warning,
Error, or Fatal.
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Override Log Level

If you are debugging the connection, select Override Log Level to set a Temporary Log Level (such as Trace or

Debug) on this connection for a selected Number of Runs (up to 24). A scheduled or manual connection run, once

started, counts towards the number of runs, regardless of the connection status. After the number of runs elapse, the

logging for this connection returns to the Log Level you selected to prevent finer-grained logging from consuming

additional resources for an indefinite number of runs.

Minimum Pass Percentage

Minimum percentage of the expected rows that must be processed for the connection to succeed.

Memory Ceiling (GB)

Maximum memory for the node process to run the connection. This defaults to 1 GB per connection, and cannot

exceed the global maximum sum of memory for all running connections (by default, 8 GB). Increase this setting if a

connection frequently exhibits out of memory errors while running.

If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections

enter a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear

the Queue Connections configuration setting.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data is usually information from Tanium, such

as a saved question, question log, client status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection sources on page 11.

Connection sources

Configure the HTTP destination
Specify the URL, method, and headers for the destination to which you want to send data.
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1. Select HTTP as the destination and then provide a name for the destination.

l Specify a unique name to save the configuration information as a new destination. Select New, and then enter a

Destination Name.

l Select an existing destination. Select Existing, and then select a destination from the Destination Name drop-down

list. If you edit the settings for an existing destination, all connections that use that destination are affected.

l Copy an existing destination. Select New, and then click Copy Settings. Select a destination from the drop-down list,

click Apply, and update the Destination Name.
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2. Specify a URL for the REST API to which you want to send the data and the HTTP method that you want to use for the request.

If you specify https for the URL, the connection validates the Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificate. You can select Trust
on First Use to accept the certificate presented from the server and trust only that certificate for future connection runs.

When you change certificates, you can edit the connection to remove the previous trusted certificate. This

option is available after the connection runs and trusts the certificate.

3. Add any required headers. To specify multiple headers, click + Add Header.

4. Select an authentication method from Use Authentication. Configure one of the following:

l None - Do not authenticate against the HTTP destination.

l Basic Authentication - Authenticate against the HTTP destination with a User Name and Password.

l IBM Cloud IAM - API Key - Authenticate against an IBM Cloud HTTP destination with an IAM token generated from the

Secret API key you enter.

Click Test Authentication for the IBM Cloud IAM - API Key authentication methods to confirm that you

entered the proper authentication information.

If you specify http for the URL, authentication information is encrypted at rest, but passed unencrypted to

the destination.

5. If you need to configure the batch size or the timeout, expand Advanced.

Configure filters
(Optional) In the Configure Output > Filters section, you can specify filters to modify the data that you are getting from your

connection source before it is sent to the destination.

For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Reference: Filtering options on page 196.

Format data for HTTP
You can choose to save your file in all of the available formats, as listed in Reference: Format types on page 198. The default format

is JSON. Each format has slightly different configuration options, but all allow you to choose which column data to save.
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In the Configure Output > Columns section, you can change the Destination Label of each column and Value Type to force the

column to be a String, Numeric, or Date/Time value.

If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric value.

You can specify any negative or positive number.

If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column. For more information about using a

variable, see Time stamp variables on page 205.

For more information about column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per hour, day, week, or month.

If you do not enable the schedule, the connection only runs when you manually run it, unless you configure an

Event source. Connections with Event sources only run when a configured event is detected, and cannot be

scheduled or manually run.

Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:
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l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced field to

edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run. For

more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on page 191.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 195.

Save and verify connection
1. After you enter the details for the connection, click Save.

To save the connection and immediately run the connection, click Run and Save.

If needed, resolve any errors or missing information. After the connection creates successfully, the connection details display.
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2. To view details when the connection runs, click the Logs tab.

3. To view an individual run log, expand the row table. For more information on resolving errors, see Troubleshooting on page

185.
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Configuring Microsoft Log Analytics destinations
You can send data from Connect to Microsoft Azure Monitor and query the data using Azure Log Analytics. You can choose to send all

the data to Azure in a single batch or in multiple segments.

Microsoft Azure requirements
l Azure Log Analytics Workspace ID

l Azure storage account access key

l table in the log data schema, used to store your Tanium data
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Specify general connection information
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1. On the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

2. Enter a name and description for the connection.
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3. (Optional) In the General Information section, expand Advanced to configure the following settings:
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Log Level

By default, Log Level is set to Information. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set Log Level to Warning,
Error, or Fatal.
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Override Log Level

If you are debugging the connection, select Override Log Level to set a Temporary Log Level (such as Trace or

Debug) on this connection for a selected Number of Runs (up to 24). A scheduled or manual connection run, once

started, counts towards the number of runs, regardless of the connection status. After the number of runs elapse, the

logging for this connection returns to the Log Level you selected to prevent finer-grained logging from consuming

additional resources for an indefinite number of runs.

Minimum Pass Percentage

Minimum percentage of the expected rows that must be processed for the connection to succeed.

Memory Ceiling (GB)

Maximum memory for the node process to run the connection. This defaults to 1 GB per connection, and cannot

exceed the global maximum sum of memory for all running connections (by default, 8 GB). Increase this setting if a

connection frequently exhibits out of memory errors while running.

If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections

enter a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear

the Queue Connections configuration setting.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data is usually information from Tanium, such

as a saved question, question log, client status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection sources on page 11.

Connection sources

Configure the Microsoft Log Analytics destination
Specify the Azure Log Analytics Workspace ID, access key, and table name for the Azure instance to which you want to send data.

Individual field values in a row are limited to 32 KB. Values exceeding that limit are truncated to 32 KB.
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1. Select Microsoft Log Analytics as the destination and then provide a name for the destination.

l Specify a unique name to save the configuration information as a new destination. Select New, and then enter a

Destination Name.

l Select an existing destination. Select Existing, and then select a destination from the Destination Name drop-down

list. If you edit the settings for an existing destination, all connections that use that destination are affected.

l Copy an existing destination. Select New, and then click Copy Settings. Select a destination from the drop-down list,

click Apply, and update the Destination Name.
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2. Enter your Azure Log Analytics Workspace ID in the Workspace ID field.

3. Enter your Azure storage account access key in the Primary Key field.

4. Enter the log data schema Table name to which you want to export your data.

If you enter a table name that does not exist, the table is created in the log data schema with _CL appended

to the table name.

5. If you need to configure a Tanium Module Server proxy, batch size, or timeout, expand Advanced.

Each request is limited to 30 MB. Do not set Batch Size to 0 if you send more than 30 MB of data per

connection run.

For more information on proxy server settings, see Tanium Console User Guide: Configuring proxy server settings.

Configure filters
(Optional) In the Configure Output > Filters section, you can specify filters to modify the data that you are getting from your

connection source before it is sent to the destination.

For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Reference: Filtering options on page 196.

Format data for Microsoft Log Analytics
You must send your file in JSON format, as listed in Reference: Format types on page 198.

Select Generate Document and clear Wrap data with source to properly structure the JSON file for Microsoft

Azure. Connection runs fail if you do not properly structure the JSON file.

Log Analytics table column names are limited to a maximum of 45 characters.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_proxy_server_settings.html
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In the Configure Output > Columns section, you can change the Destination Label of each column and Value Type to force the

column to be a String, Numeric, or Date/Time value.

If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric value.

You can specify any negative or positive number.

If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column. For more information about using a

variable, see Time stamp variables on page 205.

For more information about column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per hour, day, week, or month.

If you do not enable the schedule, the connection only runs when you manually run it, unless you configure an

Event source. Connections with Event sources only run when a configured event is detected, and cannot be

scheduled or manually run.

Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:
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l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced field to

edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run. For

more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on page 191.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 195.

Save and verify connection
1. After you enter the details for the connection, click Save.

To save the connection and immediately run the connection, click Run and Save.

If needed, resolve any errors or missing information. After the connection creates successfully, the connection details display.
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2. To view details when the connection runs, click the Logs tab.

3. To view an individual run log, expand the row table. For more information on resolving errors, see Troubleshooting on page

185.

After a connection run successfully completes, it may take several minutes or more for Azure Log Analytics to

populate the destination table with the data.
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Configuring SMB file share destinations
You can send information from a connection source to a Server Message Block (SMB) file share.

Prerequisites
l Connect 4.13.4 or later.

l For Tanium Module Server on Tanium Appliance, 1.6.0 or later.

l For Tanium Module Server on Windows, any supported version.
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Specify general connection information
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1. On the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

2. Enter a name and description for the connection.
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3. (Optional) In the General Information section, expand Advanced to configure the following settings:
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Log Level

By default, Log Level is set to Information. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set Log Level to Warning,
Error, or Fatal.
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Override Log Level

If you are debugging the connection, select Override Log Level to set a Temporary Log Level (such as Trace or

Debug) on this connection for a selected Number of Runs (up to 24). A scheduled or manual connection run, once

started, counts towards the number of runs, regardless of the connection status. After the number of runs elapse, the

logging for this connection returns to the Log Level you selected to prevent finer-grained logging from consuming

additional resources for an indefinite number of runs.

Minimum Pass Percentage

Minimum percentage of the expected rows that must be processed for the connection to succeed.

Memory Ceiling (GB)

Maximum memory for the node process to run the connection. This defaults to 1 GB per connection, and cannot

exceed the global maximum sum of memory for all running connections (by default, 8 GB). Increase this setting if a

connection frequently exhibits out of memory errors while running.

If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections

enter a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear

the Queue Connections configuration setting.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data is usually information from Tanium, such

as a saved question, question log, client status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection sources on page 11.

Connection sources

Configure the SMB file share destination
Specify details about the file share that you want Connect to send the data.
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1. Name the destination.

l Specify a unique name to save the configuration information as a new destination. Select New, and then enter a

Destination Name.

l Select an existing destination. Select Existing, and then select a destination from the Destination Name drop-down

list. If you edit the settings for an existing destination, all connections that use that destination are affected.

l Copy an existing destination. Select New, and then click Copy Settings. Select a destination from the drop-down list,

click Apply, and update the Destination Name.
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2. Specify the server name.

The server must support NTLM authentication.

3. Specify the share name, or use a variable as listed in Reference: Variables on page 203.

4. (Optional) Specify the directory name, or use a variable as listed in Reference: Variables on page 203.
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5. Specify the file name, or use a variable as listed in Reference: Variables on page 203.

6. (Optional) Specify the domain or workgroup of the user.

7. Specify the user name and password to access the file share.

Configure filters
(Optional) In the Configure Output > Filters section, you can specify filters to modify the data that you are getting from your

connection source before it is sent to the destination.

For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Reference: Filtering options on page 196.

Format data for SMB file share
You can choose to save your file in any of the available formats, as listed in Reference: Format types on page 198. Each format has

slightly different configuration options, but all allow you to choose which column data to save.

In the Configure Output > Columns section, you can change the Destination Label of each column and Value Type to force the

column to be a String, Numeric, or Date/Time value.

If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric value.

You can specify any negative or positive number.
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If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column. For more information about using a

variable, see Time stamp variables on page 205.

For more information about column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per hour, day, week, or month.

If you do not enable the schedule, the connection only runs when you manually run it, unless you configure an

Event source. Connections with Event sources only run when a configured event is detected, and cannot be

scheduled or manually run.

Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:
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l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced field to

edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run. For

more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on page 191.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 195.

Save and verify connection
1. After you enter the details for the connection, click Save.

To save the connection and immediately run the connection, click Run and Save.

If needed, resolve any errors or missing information. After the connection creates successfully, the connection details display.
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2. To view details when the connection runs, click the Logs tab.

3. To view an individual run log, expand the row table. For more information on resolving errors, see Troubleshooting on page

185.
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Configuring Socket (SIEM) destinations
Connect can send information to security information and event management (SIEM) products and services including Google

Chronicle, IBM QRadar, LogRhythm, McAfee SIEM, Micro Focus ArcSight, and Splunk. For SIEM integration examples, see Tanium

integrations.

You can also configure a socket to receive data by configuring a Tanium Socket Receiver destination. The configuration options for

the destination are the same as SIEM destinations.

https://docs.tanium.com/integration/integration
https://docs.tanium.com/integration/integration
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Specify general connection information
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1. On the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

2. Enter a name and description for the connection.
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3. (Optional) In the General Information section, expand Advanced to configure the following settings:
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Log Level

By default, Log Level is set to Information. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set Log Level to Warning,
Error, or Fatal.
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Override Log Level

If you are debugging the connection, select Override Log Level to set a Temporary Log Level (such as Trace or

Debug) on this connection for a selected Number of Runs (up to 24). A scheduled or manual connection run, once

started, counts towards the number of runs, regardless of the connection status. After the number of runs elapse, the

logging for this connection returns to the Log Level you selected to prevent finer-grained logging from consuming

additional resources for an indefinite number of runs.

Minimum Pass Percentage

Minimum percentage of the expected rows that must be processed for the connection to succeed.

Memory Ceiling (GB)

Maximum memory for the node process to run the connection. This defaults to 1 GB per connection, and cannot

exceed the global maximum sum of memory for all running connections (by default, 8 GB). Increase this setting if a

connection frequently exhibits out of memory errors while running.

If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections

enter a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear

the Queue Connections configuration setting.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data is usually information from Tanium, such

as a saved question, question log, client status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection sources on page 11.

Connection sources

Configure the SIEM destination
Specify details about the server to which you want to send the SIEM data.
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1. For the Destination, select the type of SIEM that you are configuring.

2. Specify a name for the destination.

l Specify a unique name to save the configuration information as a new destination. Select New, and then enter a

Destination Name.

l Select an existing destination. Select Existing, and then select a destination from the Destination Name drop-down

list. If you edit the settings for an existing destination, all connections that use that destination are affected.

l Copy an existing destination. Select New, and then click Copy Settings. Select a destination from the drop-down list,

click Apply, and update the Destination Name.

3. Specify how to connect with the server (TCP/UDP), and where you want the data to go, such as the SIEM host and port.
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4. If your connection uses TCP, select Secure to enable TLS encryption. You can also select Trust on First Use to accept the

certificate presented from the server and trust only that certificate for future connection runs.

These fields have no effect on UDP connections and will be removed in a future Connect version.
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Configure filters
(Optional) In the Configure Output > Filters section, you can specify filters to modify the data that you are getting from your

connection source before it is sent to the destination.

For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Reference: Filtering options on page 196.

Format data
1. When you select a SIEM destination, the data format that is normally expected by that SIEM is automatically selected. For

example, if you select Splunk, the Syslog RFC 5424 format is selected by default. However, you can customize the format as

required. For more information about the data formats, see Reference: Format types on page 198.

For the best results, select the JSON data format if the SIEM does not expect a specific data format.
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2. Choose the columns that you want to pass on to the SIEM destination.
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In the Configure Output > Columns section, you can change the Destination Label of each column and Value Type to force

the column to be a String, Numeric, or Date/Time value.

If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric

value. You can specify any negative or positive number.

If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column. For more information about

using a variable, see Time stamp variables on page 205.

For more information about column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per hour, day, week, or month.

If you do not enable the schedule, the connection only runs when you manually run it, unless you configure an

Event source. Connections with Event sources only run when a configured event is detected, and cannot be

scheduled or manually run.

Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:
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l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced field to

edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run. For

more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on page 191.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 195.

Save and verify connection
1. After you enter the details for the connection, click Save.

To save the connection and immediately run the connection, click Run and Save.

If needed, resolve any errors or missing information. After the connection creates successfully, the connection details display.
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2. To view details when the connection runs, click the Logs tab.

3. To view an individual run log, expand the row table. For more information on resolving errors, see Troubleshooting on page

185.
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Configuring SQL Server destinations
You can use SQL Server destinations to store historical results for analysis and integration with third-party systems. You can forward

the results from saved questions and other data sources to a database table.

System requirements
l Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or later, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Express or later

l Database application server must be accessible from the Tanium Module Server

l User credentials with db_ddladmin and db_datawriter role membership to an account on the Microsoft SQL Server that can

insert data, create tables (optional), and run stored procedures (optional)

Set up the database
Decide whether to use an existing database or create a new database.

1. Get the name of the database that you want to use for Connect. When you set up the destination, you can have Connect

create a new table for your data or use an existing table.

2. The user account that Connect uses for the database must have log in permissions to that database and the appropriate

permissions to tables and stored procedures (optional) within that database.

Both SQL Server Authentication and Windows Authentication are supported. Set up the following privileges:

l For each user, create a User Mapping for the database.

l For each database, grant the CREATE TABLE permission.

l For each schema, grant the ALTER and INSERT permissions.

l (Optional) For stored procedures, grant at least the EXECUTE permission.

3. (Optional) Create stored procedures.

You can create procedures that run before the first database table row is inserted or after the last row is inserted. Before you

create the connection, these procedures and any associated parameters must exist in your database. The SQL user account

must also have permission to run these procedures.

Sample SQL Script for creating stored procedures

GO

/****** Object: Table [dbo].[connection_log] Script Date: 4/25/2017 8:02:32 AM ******/

SET ANSI_NULLS ON

GO

SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON

GO
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CREATE TABLE [dbo].[connection_log](

[connectionRunId] [bigint] NOT NULL,

[connectionId] [bigint] NOT NULL,

[connectionName] [nvarchar](200) NOT NULL,

[source] [nvarchar](200) NOT NULL,

[databaseTable] [nvarchar](100) NULL,

[startTime] [datetime] NOT NULL,

[endTime] [datetime] NULL,

[runStatus] [nvarchar](20) NOT NULL,

[expectedRowCount] [bigint] NOT NULL,

[sourceRowCount] [bigint] NOT NULL,

[destinationRowCount] [bigint] NOT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED

(

[connectionRunId] ASC

)WITH (PAD_INDEX = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS = ON,

ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS = ON) ON [PRIMARY]

) ON [PRIMARY]

GO

/****** Object: StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_onConnectionFinish] Script Date: 4/25/2017 8:02:32 AM ******/

SET ANSI_NULLS ON

GO

SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON

GO

CREATE proc [dbo].[sp_onConnectionFinish]

@connectionRunId bigint,

@runStatus nvarchar(20),

@sourceRowCount bigint,

@destinationRowCount bigint,

@finishTime datetime

as

BEGIN

update connection_log set runStatus = @runStatus, sourceRowCount = @sourceRowCount,

destinationRowCount = @destinationRowCount, endTime = @finishTime

where connectionRunId = @connectionRunId

END

GO

/****** Object: StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_onConnectionStart] Script Date: 4/25/2017 8:02:32 AM ******/

SET ANSI_NULLS ON

GO

SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON

GO
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CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_onConnectionStart]

@connectionName nvarchar(200),

@connectionId bigint,

@connectionRunId bigint,

@source nvarchar(200),

@databaseTable nvarchar(100),

@startTime datetime,

@expectedRowCount bigint

AS

BEGIN

if exists (select * from connection_log where ConnectionRunId = @connectionRunId) BEGIN

delete connection_log where ConnectionRunId = @connectionRunId

END

insert into connection_log (connectionRunId, connectionId, connectionName, source, databaseTable,

startTime, endTime, runStatus, expectedRowCount, sourceRowCount, destinationRowCount)

values (@connectionRunId, @connectionId, @connectionName, @source, @databaseTable, @startTime, null,

'Running', isnull(@expectedRowCount, 0), 0, 0)

END

GO

You can use the following parameters for pre-run stored procedures:

l Connection Name: @connectionName

l Connection ID: @connectionId

l Connection Run ID: @connectionRunId

l Source Name: @source

l Database Table: @databaseTable

l Start Time: @startTime

l Expected Row Count: @expectedRowCount

You can use the following parameters for post-run stored procedures:

l Connection Name: @connectionName

l Connection ID: @connectionId

l Connection Run ID: @connectionRunId

l Source Name: @source

l Database Table: @databaseTable

l Start Time: @startTime
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l Expected Row Count: @expectedRowCount

l Run Status: @runStatus

l Source Row Count: @sourceRowCount

l Destination Row Count: @destinationRowCount

l Finish Time: @endTime

The @runStatus parameter always returns Finished because the post-run stored procedure runs only after a

successful connection run. The @endTime parameter is the time the stored procedure is executed, and is UTC

formatted as ISO8601. The @databaseTable parameter is in the format of database schema.database table

(for example, dbo.connection_log). The @expectedRowCount parameter could return NULL for sources other

than saved questions.
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Specify general connection information
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1. On the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

2. Enter a name and description for the connection.
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3. (Optional) In the General Information section, expand Advanced to configure the following settings:
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Log Level

By default, Log Level is set to Information. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set Log Level to Warning,
Error, or Fatal.
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Override Log Level

If you are debugging the connection, select Override Log Level to set a Temporary Log Level (such as Trace or

Debug) on this connection for a selected Number of Runs (up to 24). A scheduled or manual connection run, once

started, counts towards the number of runs, regardless of the connection status. After the number of runs elapse, the

logging for this connection returns to the Log Level you selected to prevent finer-grained logging from consuming

additional resources for an indefinite number of runs.

Minimum Pass Percentage

Minimum percentage of the expected rows that must be processed for the connection to succeed.

Memory Ceiling (GB)

Maximum memory for the node process to run the connection. This defaults to 1 GB per connection, and cannot

exceed the global maximum sum of memory for all running connections (by default, 8 GB). Increase this setting if a

connection frequently exhibits out of memory errors while running.

If the sum of simultaneously scheduled connection Memory Ceiling values exceed the global Memory
Ceiling, connections run until the global Memory Ceiling is reached, then any remaining connections

enter a waiting queue if you select the Queue Connections configuration setting, or fail if you clear

the Queue Connections configuration setting.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data is usually information from Tanium, such

as a saved question, question log, client status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection sources on page 11.

Connection sources

Configure SQL Server destination
Specify information about how to connect to your database application server, test the database application server connection, and

configure which data is added to the database tables and rows.
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Each time that a connection to a SQL Server destination runs, if the configured destination table does not exist, then

the connection attempts to create the table using the configured database user account. The user account must be

a member of the db_ddladmin database role to create the table.
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1. In the Configuration section, select SQL Server for the destination.
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2. Specify information about your database application server, including server name, user name, and password. For example,

enter sql.mycompany.com, 1433 to connect to that server over port 1433.
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3. Specify the database application server properties or click Retrieve Properties to choose from those available on the server.

If the connection to the database application server is successful, the fields for the database name, schema, and table appear.

The Retrieve Properties button is disabled if there are no servers configured.

4. (Optional) Click Retrieve Columns to populate the column values in the Columns section.

You must be a member of the db_ddladmin database role to retrieve columns from the server.

5. (Optional) If you want to use encryption, select Encrypt and Validate server's TLS certificate to validate that the certificate

is signed by a well-known, public certificate authority. If you want to use a self-signed certificate (not recommended) for

testing purposes, deselect Validate server's TLS certificate.

Deselecting Validate server's TLS certificate is not recommended, as it allows any certificates to be

accepted, including invalid or malicious certificates.

6. (Optional) In the destination settings, expand Advanced to configure advanced settings.

You can configure timeouts, batch size, packet size, and stored procedures.

Stored procedure fields and parameters are available only if your database already has stored procedures

configured.

Configure filters
(Optional) In the Configure Output > Filters section, you can specify filters to modify the data that you are getting from your

connection source before it is sent to the destination.

For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Reference: Filtering options on page 196.

Map database table columns
(Optional) You can view and change the mapping of the data from your source to the columns in your database table.

If the source is a saved question, the following columns are also available for writing to the SQL Server destination:

l Band Number: The source row number. When flattened, this number is in each row that is associated with a row number

that is received from Tanium.

l Row Number: The destination row number. This value is a counter for the rows that are output per connection run. The

value is unique for each connection run.
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In the Configure Output > Columns section, you can change the Destination Label of each column and Value Type to force the

column to be a String, Numeric, or Date/Time value.

If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric value.

You can specify any negative or positive number.

If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column. For more information about using a

variable, see Time stamp variables on page 205.

For more information about column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

You can export data in the MM/DD/YYYY, ISO 8601 with time zone, and ISO 8601 UTC (Zulu) date/time formats to

database columns of type date, datetime2, datetimeoffset, nvarchar, or time. If you specify a destination column

that does not exist in the destination database, it is created as type nvarchar.

When you edit a connection with the SQL Server destination, the columns that are in the database are not displayed

by default. You can edit the text fields for the columns, but you must provide the User Name and Password and

click Retrieve Columns in the Configuration section to view the columns from the database.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per hour, day, week, or month.
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If you do not enable the schedule, the connection only runs when you manually run it, unless you configure an

Event source. Connections with Event sources only run when a configured event is detected, and cannot be

scheduled or manually run.

Use the Schedule section to update the schedule:

l Select Enable schedule.

l In the Schedule Type, select Basic to build a schedule with the provided controls.
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l To view or edit the Cron expression directly, select Advanced - Define as a Cron Expression, and use the Advanced field to

edit the Cron expression.

If a user that owns a scheduled connection is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run. For

more information, see Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs on page 191.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 195.

Save and verify connection
1. After you enter the details for the connection, click Save.

To save the connection and immediately run the connection, click Run and Save.

If needed, resolve any errors or missing information. After the connection creates successfully, the connection details display.
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2. To view details when the connection runs, click the Logs tab.

3. To view an individual run log, expand the row table. For more information on resolving errors, see Troubleshooting on page

185.

Your connection is listed on the Connect Overview page and data is sent to the Microsoft SQL Server at the interval you specified.

You might want to check your database table to verify that the data is being exported correctly.
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Maintaining Connect
Perform monthly maintenance tasks to ensure that Connect successfully performs scheduled activities on all the targeted endpoints

and does not overuse endpoint or network resources. If Connect is not performing as expected, you might need to troubleshoot

issues or change settings. See Troubleshooting on page 185 for related procedures.

Review and remediate connection issues

1. Check for connection failures:

l If you configured a failed connections report with automatic delivery, access the report at the specified destination.

See Configure notifications for failed connection runs on page 43.

If you do not have the authority to delete or disable connections that are no longer required, also

configure delivery of the report to a team in your organization that has the authority.

l To manually review connection failures, see View connection status on page 32.

If the list of connections is long, click the Failed toggle to show only failed connections.

2. Review connection throughput metrics to check for issues. See View connection metrics on page 34.

3. Troubleshoot connection issues if necessary. See Troubleshooting on page 185.

4. Edit connections if necessary to resolve failures. See Edit connections on page 34.

5. Delete or disable connections that are no longer required if you have the authority to perform those actions:

a. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Connect > Connections.

b. Select the connections that require an action and select Actions > Disable or Actions > Delete.

Review and remediate connection schedules

1. From the Connect menu, go to Connections.

Perform the remaining steps for each connection.

2. Click the connection Name to show all its details.

3. Verify that the Schedule and Next Run show the expected values.

4. If you must change the schedule, click Edit, update the Schedule settings, and click Save or Save and Run.

Review and update connection owners

1. From the Connect menu, go to Connections.

Perform the remaining steps for each connection.

2. Click the connection Name to show all its details.
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3. Verify that the connection Owner (user account) and persona (Run as Persona) are still valid.

When you delete a user or persona, connections that the user or persona owns stops running. If this occurs,

perform one of the following tasks:

l Transfer ownership of the connection to an existing user. See Tanium Console User Guide: Delete or

transfer content for a non-active user.

l Export and import the scheduled connection to create a new scheduled connection. See Export

connections on page 39 and Import connections on page 39.

a. Verify that the user account is active. See Tanium Console User Guide: View user settings.

b. If an alternative persona runs the connection, verify that the persona still exists. See Tanium Console User Guide: View

persona details.

c. Verify that the owner has the role permissions that are required to run the connection:

l If the default persona runs the connection, verify the user permissions. See Tanium Console User Guide: View

effective role permissions for a user.

l If an alternative persona runs the connection, verify the persona permissions. See Tanium Console User Guide:

View effective role permissions for a persona.

4. Verify that the user password is compliant with the password rotation policy of your organization.

Review and remediate destination issues

1. From the Connect menu, go to Connections.

Perform the remaining steps for each connection.

2. Click the connection Name to show all its details.

3. Verify that the Destination settings are correct.

4. If you must change the settings, click Edit, update the settings, and click Save or Save and Run.

5. Verify that the destination (such as a server) is available and running without issues.

6. Verify that the destination certificates are still valid.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#transfer_content
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#transfer_content
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#view_user_settings
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_personas.html#View_Personas
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_personas.html#View_Personas
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#View_permissions
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#View_permissions
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_personas.html#view_permissions
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_personas.html#view_permissions
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Troubleshooting
Troubleshoot Connect by using log files and the solutions to common issues. If you cannot resolve the issues, collect support

information.

Collect logs
The information is saved as a ZIP file that you can download with your browser.

To download logs:

1. From the Connect Overview page, click Help .

2. From the Troubleshooting tab, select the solutions for which to gather troubleshooting packages and click Create Package.

3. When the package is ready, click Download Package.
A ZIP file of Connect information, and database information if selected, downloads to the local download directory.

Some browsers might block multiple downloads by default. Make sure to configure your browser to permit

multiple downloads from the Tanium Console.

4. Contact Tanium Support to determine the best option to send the ZIP files. For information, see Contact Tanium Support on

page 192.

Tanium Connect maintains logging information in the Connect.log file in the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module

Server\services\Connect directory.

Upgrading to Connect 5.12
In Connect 5.12, the steps required to configure the service account are no longer necessary due to the adoption of the System User

Service, which performs these tasks automatically. Consequently, after upgrading to Connect 5.12, it might take time for the RBAC

privileges and other updates to sync properly. This could lead to issues and error messages when first querying the Tanium Console.

These issues should resolve on their own after a few minutes, but could take longer depending on system resources and the amount

of data to migrate.

Upgrading to Connect 5.13
In Connect 5.13, connections created before Connect 5.13 display a Run as Persona value of Unknown for several minutes as the

upgrade process completes connection migration. These issues should resolve on their own after a few minutes, but could take

longer depending on system resources and the amount of data to migrate.
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After upgrading to Connect 5.13, the Connect Write (All) role permission is removed from the predefined Connect Administrator
and Connect Operator roles, and the Connect Owner permission is added to the predefined Connect Administrator and Connect
Operator roles. The Connect Owner permission allows users to take ownership of connections owned by other users. Users that are

members of the Connect Administrator and Connect Operator roles must have ownership of a connection before editing the

connection.

If you created a connection before the upgrade to Connect 5.13 and you configured the connection to use a shared destination that

you do not own, the connection runs as expected after the upgrade. However, you cannot make changes to the connection unless

you create a new destination that you own, either by copying the shared destination or creating a new destination.

Permissions assigned to existing roles that you configured prior to the upgrade are not changed, even if you initially cloned a role

from the Connect Administrator and Connect Operator roles.

Configure logs

Adjust log expiration

To adjust the number of days before log files are removed, click Settings on the Connect Overview page and navigate to the

Configuration tab. Edit the number of days in the Connection Run Log Expiration field and click Save.

Adjust log level

To adjust the log level, choose a log level from the Connect Service Log Levelmenu and click Save.

View logs

Service logs

The Connect service records logs in the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connect-

files\logs\server.log file. This file is in JSON format by default, but you can use the Bunyan CLI tool to view the logs. From

the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connect-files\ directory, run the following

command:

..\connect-service\node ..\connect-service\node_modules\bunyan\bin\bunyan
logs\server.log

Search this log for the following message to tell when the Connect service starts:

Tanium Connect Starting
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Connection run logs

Connections generate a log file for each run of the connection. The run logs are in the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium

Module Server\services\connect-files\logs\connections\ directory.

Connect configuration state

Connect stores information about connections and user settings in the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module

Server\services\connect-files\config\connect.db file.

Do not edit the connect.db file unless advised by Tanium Support.

Test connections
You might have trouble with running a connection for one of the following reasons:

l the plugin schedule was disabled or deleted

l the plugin schedule was transferred to another user, but is still associated with the prior user

l the user that owns the connection no longer has access to the connection

l the persona used to create a plugin schedule no longer has access to the plugin schedule

l the persona used to create a plugin schedule is no longer associated with a user

You can log in as the user that owns the connection and view the Connect Overview page, then run the connection outside of the

scheduled intervals.
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1. Log in as the user that owns the connection, then select Modules > Connect > Overview.

Wait several minutes before moving on to the next step.

2. Send a test connection.

From the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section. Select the checkbox next to the connection, click Run
Now, and confirm to run the connection.

3. Click the connection and open the Logs tab to view information about each run for that connection. Expand an individual row

to view the log.

If you need more log data, open the Details tab, update the Log Level value, and click Save. Run the

connection again to view the log with the updated log level.
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4. If the IP address for a connection is on an internal network, only a Tanium administrator can run the connection by default.

Click Settings on the Connect Overview page. On the Configuration tab, select Internal IPs to allow anyone to run

connections to IPs on an internal network.

Troubleshoot issues

If a connection fails to send any data in a 60 minute period, Connect automatically terminates the connection.
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Issue: Cannot connect to Connect service

1. Verify that the Connect service is running on your Module Server.

To view the running services, click Start > Run. Type services.msc and click OK. Verify that Connect is in the list and that

the service is running.

2. Check the service logs for any errors or messages about insufficient rights for the user. The Connect service records logs in the

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connect-files\logs\server.log file.

Issue: <no value> in Tanium Data Service output

1. Verify that the sensor for the saved question is registered. For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Display

sensor collection registration details.

2. If the sensor is not registered, register it for collection. For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Register or

unregister sensors for collection.

3. If you recently registered a sensor and want to see immediate results before the next scheduled collection, you can manually

start the collection. For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Manually start collection.

Issue: Connection does not export all intended data

Connections use the owner's role permissions to access content. If the connection owner has insufficient permission for content that

a connection requires, such as inability to view a computer group, the connection might not fully export the data that you intend to

export.

Do one of the following:

l Update the owner's permissions to allow access to intended content. For more information and descriptions of content sets

and permissions, see Tanium Console User Guide: RBAC overview.

l Transfer ownership of the connection to an existing user with sufficient permissions to access intended content. For more

information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Delete or transfer content for a non-active user.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#display_caching_configuration
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#display_caching_configuration
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#enable_sensor_caching
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#enable_sensor_caching
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#manual_collection
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_rbac_overview.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#transfer_content
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Problem: Scheduled connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs

Scheduled connections require an existing Tanium user account owner to run scheduled instances. If the scheduled connection

owner is deleted, future scheduled instances of that connection do not run.

Do one of the following:

l Transfer ownership of the connection to an existing user. For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Delete or

transfer content for a non-active user.

l Export and import the scheduled connection to create a new scheduled connection. For more information, see Export

connections and Import connections.

Issue: Tanium Audit Source connection fails with MaxNumberOfAuditEntriesPerCacheExceeded error

Connections configured with the Tanium Audit Source connection source might fail if you configure Days of History Retrieved as 0

or a very large value, and a large period of time elapses between connection runs. Update the Days of History Retrieved value to a

small integer, such as 1 or 2. For more information, see Reference: Tanium Audit Source data on page 209.

Uninstall Connect
The basic Connect module uninstallation is designed so that the data you have collected is restored if you later decide to reinstall

Connect. In some cases, you might want to start "clean" and not restore the data. To do this, you must manually remove some files.

Consult with Tanium Support before you uninstall or reinstall Connect.

Uninstall Connect so data is restored on reinstall

1. Sign in to the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role.

2. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

3. Under Connect, click Uninstall.

4. Review the summary and click Uninstall.

5. When prompted to confirm, enter your password.

If you later import the Connect solution, the previous data is restored.

Uninstall Connect so you start fresh when you reinstall

1. Uninstall Connect so data is restored on reinstall on page 191.

2. Manually delete the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connect-files\ directory.

Deleting the connect-files directory removes all existing Connect data. All logs, output, the Connect database, and any other

Connect data is deleted. If you later import the Connect solution, the previous data is not restored.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#transfer_content
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#transfer_content
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/connections.html#export
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/connections.html#export
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/connections.html#import
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Contact Tanium Support
To contact Tanium Support for help, sign in to https://support.tanium.com.

https://support.tanium.com/
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Reference: Column customizations
Use column customizations to modify how data from your connection source is sent to the destination. You can do the following:

l Send custom columns

l Send a subset of the columns

l Change the column name sent to the destination

l Update the column value data type

l Reorder the columns for supported formats (CEF, CSV, Delimiter Separated Values, HTML, JSON, LEEF, or Syslog RFC 5424)

Column customizations require a source and a destination, and apply only to the configured connection. You can modify one or

more columns for the connection, and send the remaining data without changes.

Column customizations consume additional resources for each connection run.

For the best results, if you use any sensors with a TDS Registered Sensor label as a column customization, rather

than updating an existing connection, create a new connection with these custom columns, then disable and delete

your existing connection.

Send custom columns to the destination
You can send the following custom column values:

l Connection Variable, which sends the Connection Name, Connection Run ID, or Source Name

l Timestamp of when the data is sent

l User Specified Value as a numeric, string, or unmodified value

You can add multiple custom columns for each connection.

1. From the Create Connection page, in the Configuration section, select a Source and Destination.

2. Select Configure Output > Columns.

3. Click + Add Column.

4. Enter a Source Column Name.
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5. Select a Custom Column Type. You have the following options:

l If you select Connection Variable, select a Value Type and Destination Value.

l If you select Timestamp, select the Date/Time Value Type and a Date/Time Format:

Date/Time
Format

Output format Example

MM/DD/YYYY MM/DD/YYYY 01/03/2000 - January 3, 2000

ISO 8601 with time

zone (formerly RFC-

3339 Timestamp)

YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss+hh:mm, with the time zone offset set to

either the local time zone, or Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) if

the column input or Tanium Server time zone is UTC

2000-01-03T04:05:06-05:00

- January 3, 2000 at 04:05:06 in

Eastern Standard Time (UTC-05:00)

ISO 8601 UTC 

(Zulu)

YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ, with the timestamp set to UTC 2000-01-03T04:05:06Z -

January 3, 2000 at 04:05:06 in UTC

l If you select User Specified Value, select a Value Type and enter a Destination Value.

Customize the source columns sent to the destination
1. In the Columns section, select which source columns to send to the destination. Select a Source checkbox to send the column

values, or clear a Source checkbox to not send the column values.

2. Update a column name. Enter a Destination Label, or select one from the dropdown list if you selected the CEF output

format.

3. Update a column's data type. Select a Value Type from the dropdown list, or select Unmodified if you do not want to change

the data type. Note the following:

l If you choose Numeric for the value, you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a

numeric value. You can specify any negative or positive number.

l If you choose Date/Time for the value, specify the format that you want to use for the column.

4. Reorder how the data values are sent to the destination if you select the CSV, Delimiter Separated Values, LEEF, or Syslog RFC

5424 output format. Click Reorder Columns. Drag the columns into the desired order, then click Confirm.
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Reference: Cron syntax
A quick reference to Cron syntax follows. You can use Crontab to build a Cron expression.

┌──────────── minute

│ ┌────────── hour

│ │ ┌──────── day of month

│ │ │ ┌────── month

│ │ │ │ ┌──── day of week

│ │ │ │ │

│ │ │ │ │

* * * * *

Each asterisk is a field that must be included in the Cron expression. The field value can either be an asterisk (any value) or one of

the following values:

Field Value

minute 0-59

hour 0-23

day of month 1-31

month 1-12

day of week (Sunday is 0 and 7) 0-7

Valid values for Cron fields

http://crontab.guru/
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Reference: Filtering options
Use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection source before it is sent to the destination. If you do not

define a filter, all data from the source is sent to the destination.

You can filter data by regular expressions, new items, or numeric operators.

Filters are linked to specific connections. You can create a filter when you create a connection, or you can edit the existing

connection to add or update a filter. You can define multiple filters per connection. If you define multiple filters, a piece of data must

meet the conditions in all of the filters to get passed on to the destination.

For example, when you use the CPU utilization over 75% saved question, you can specify a numeric filter that has a condition for

CPU consumption greater than 80%, and a regular expression filter for computer name that starts with srv*. Both these filter

conditions must be met for the data in a row to be passed to the destination.

New Items
With the New Items filter, only new data is sent to the destination. When you configure this filter, you set a learning period value.

During this period, no data is sent to the destination while a set of baseline data is established. A hash of the data is stored in a

database that tracks the baseline.

All the values in each row of data are considered when the data is evaluated for updates. For example, your connection source might

be a saved question that has four columns: computer name, running processes, MD5 hash of running process, and logged in user. A

change to any of the values in those columns causes the row to be flagged as new. All the data in the row is sent to the connection

destination.

Selecting a subset of columns to index adjusts which columns are evaluated when determining if a new result should be added to

the output of the next connection run.

Only successful connections update the baseline data. If a connection fails, the baseline data remains the same as before the failed

connection attempt started, to prevent the loss of new data.

If you want to clear the baseline data or restart the learning period, see Clear New Items cache on page 42.

Continue Learning options

After the learning period, only new or changed data is sent through to the destination. The default behavior is for the baseline data

to continue to be updated with new data after the learning period.

However, you can also deselect the Continue Learning setting. When this setting is disabled, the baseline data from the original

learning period is maintained going forward and is not updated.

The Persist Data setting, when enabled, keeps the filter on disk in between connection runs. This default behavior works for most

configurations. You might want to disable this setting if you are trying to replicate the behavior of the removed Unique Values from

Columns filter.

The Persist Data setting must be enabled for the learning period configuration to work.
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You can also specify how often the filter, along with the learned baseline data, is periodically reset in the Scheduled Filter Reset
Days setting.

Regular Expression
With the Regular Expression match option search, you choose a column in your results to evaluate against your regular expression. If

any matches occur, the whole row that contains the matched column is returned as a result.

Connect uses regular expression syntax that is compatible with JavaScript.

Example

Suppose that you want to filter for only 100 Mbps Connections with the Link Speed sensor. The saved question is Get computer

name and Tanium IP Address and Link Speed. Create a filter on the Link Speed column with the regular expression:

(?!10000)(?!1000)(100). This particular example excludes 1000 and 10000, because by default these values are returned when

searching for 100.

Numeric Operator
Filter on a specific numeric column in your data set. You specify the column name, an operation (greater than or less than) and a

target value. The data set is evaluated, and only the rows that meet the condition specified are sent to the destination.
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Reference: Format types
When you create or edit a connection, you can select the format of the data to send.

You can include identifying information with data sent to destinations, such as a SIEM, depending on the data format available for a

source.

To include the system-generated source name, you can use a logging data format or JSON:

l CEF data format - the default Source field value

l LEEF data format - the default Source field value

l JSON data format - select Wrap Data with Text

l Syslog RFC 5424 data format - the default SD-ID field value

To include the system-generated saved question name, you can use the Syslog RFC 5424 data format with saved question-related

sources:

l Syslog RFC 5424 data format with Saved Question source - select Send Question Source

l Syslog RFC 5424 data format with Tanium Data Service source - select Send Question Source

To include custom information, you can use column customizations, or specific fields for the CEF and Syslog RFC 5424 data formats:

l CEF data format - the Signature ID field value, or a column customization

l Syslog RFC 5424 data format - the MSG ID field value, or a column customization

l other data formats - a column customization

For more information on column customizations, see Reference: Column customizations on page 193.

You cannot include identifying information with data from the Tanium Endpoint Configuration or Tanium Trends
sources.

CEF
Common Event Format (CEF) is the default format for HP ArcSight. When you define CEF format for your destination, you can include

Advanced Settings such as the device vendor, product and version, product name, version, source, and the end of entry separator

character. For the separator, you can use escape characters such as: \t (tab), \n (new line), and \r (carriage return). Select the

columns that you want to pass through to the destination. Some fields also support variable substitution, as listed in Reference:

Variables on page 203.

You cannot select this format if you select an event data source.

You can use the Source field to include the system-generated source name with each entry, or the Signature ID field or column

customizations to include custom information with each entry.
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Field Default value Output value Notes

Signature ID n/a the defined value The CEF header includes the user-defined value.

Source {Source} source_name The CEF header includes the system-generated source name.

Default destinations: HP ArcSight

CSV
Comma-separated values. Select whether you want to include column headers in the output. Select the columns that you want to

pass through to the destination.

You can use column customizations to include custom information with each entry.

Default destinations: AWS S3, File

Delimiter separated values
To create a delimiter separated values format, enter the characters that you want to use for column and row delimiters. In addition

to single characters, you can use escape characters such as: \t (tab), \n (new line), and \r (carriage return). Select the columns that

you want to pass through to the destination.

You can use column customizations to include custom information with each entry.

Elasticsearch
The Elasticsearch format is the only valid format when Elasticsearch is selected as the destination. If a saved question is selected as

a source, you can expand Advanced in the Format section and select Group columns by sensor to return the results as an array of

objects instead of an array of simple value types. You cannot customize the columns with this option. Select the columns that you

want to pass through to the destination. For more information, see Configuring Elasticsearch destinations on page 59.

You can use column customizations to include custom information with each entry.

Default destinations: Elasticsearch

HTML
Select whether you want to include column headers in the output. Select the columns that you want to pass through to the

destination.

You can use column customizations to include custom information with each entry.

Default destinations: Email
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JSON
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a lightweight data-interchange format. If a saved question is selected as a source, select Group
columns by sensor to return the results as an array of objects instead of an array of simple value types. You cannot customize the

columns with this option. You can specify the row delimiter that goes between the individual entries. In addition to single

characters, you can use escape characters such as: \t (tab), \n (new line), and \r (carriage return). Select the columns that you

want to pass through to the destination.

By default, the JSON format includes each entry as a JSON object inside braces ({}), without commas separating objects.

{"object_id":1,"audit_row_id":"38769","details":"User: admin; Session ID:
38467; Authentication Type: User; Originated from SOAPPluginScheduler",
"creation_time": "2021-08-31T14:02:38","modification_time":
"2021-08-31T14:02:38", "last_modified_by":"","modifier_user_id":0,
"mod_user":null,"mod_persona":null, "type":0,"object_name":"",
"object_type_name":"authentication_audit","type_name": "CreateObject",
"audit_type":"authentication_audit"}{"object_id":1,"audit_row_id":
"38770","details":"User: admin; Session ID: 38468; Authentication Type:
User; Originated from SOAPPluginScheduler","creation_time":
"2021-08-31T14:02:48", "modification_time":"2021-08-31T14:02:48",
"last_modified_by":"", "modifier_user_id":0,"mod_user":null,
"mod_persona":null,"type":0,"object_name": "","object_type_name":
"authentication_audit","type_name":"CreateObject", "audit_type":
"authentication_audit"}

Select Generate Document for a JSON array inside brackets ([]). The array contains each entry as a JSON object inside braces,

with commas separating objects.

[{"object_id":1,"audit_row_id":"38769","details":"User: admin; Session ID:
38467; Authentication Type: User; Originated from SOAPPluginScheduler",
"creation_time":"2021-08-31T14:02:38","modification_time":
"2021-08-31T14:02:38","last_modified_by":"","modifier_user_id":0,
"mod_user":null,"mod_persona":null,"type":0,"object_name":"",
"object_type_name":"authentication_audit","type_name":"CreateObject",
"audit_type":"authentication_audit"},{"object_id":1,"audit_row_id":"38770",
"details":"User: admin; Session ID: 38468; Authentication Type: User;
Originated from SOAPPluginScheduler","creation_time":"2021-08-31T14:02:48",
"modification_time":"2021-08-31T14:02:48","last_modified_by":"",
"modifier_user_id":0,"mod_user":null,"mod_persona":null,"type":0,
"object_name":"","object_type_name":"authentication_audit","type_name":
"CreateObject","audit_type":"authentication_audit"}]

Select Wrap Data with Source for a JSON object inside braces. The object name is the source. The object value is a JSON array

inside brackets. The array contains each entry as a JSON object inside braces, with commas separating objects.
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{ "Tanium Audit Source": [{"object_id":1,"audit_row_id":"38769","details":
"User: admin; Session ID: 38467; Authentication Type: User;
Originated from SOAPPluginScheduler","creation_time":"2021-08-31T14:02:38",
"modification_time":"2021-08-31T14:02:38","last_modified_by":"",
"modifier_user_id":0,"mod_user":null,"mod_persona":null,"type":0,
"object_name":"","object_type_name":"authentication_audit","type_name":
"CreateObject","audit_type":"authentication_audit"},{"object_id":1,
"audit_row_id":"38770","details":"User: admin; Session ID: 38468;
Authentication Type: User; Originated from SOAPPluginScheduler",
"creation_time":"2021-08-31T14:02:48","modification_time":
"2021-08-31T14:02:48","last_modified_by":"","modifier_user_id":0,
"mod_user":null,"mod_persona":null,"type":0,"object_name":"",
"object_type_name":"authentication_audit","type_name":"CreateObject",
"audit_type":"authentication_audit"}] }

If your destination expects a valid JSON array, select Generate Document. If your document expects a valid JSON

object, select Wrap Data with Source.

You can use the Wrap Data with Text field to include the system-generated source name with the file, or column customizations to

include custom information with each entry.

Field Default
value

Output
value

Notes

Wrap Data

with Text

cleared the source

name

The system-generated source name value is the name in the JSON element, followed by an array of

JSON elements, one entry per element. The source name value is not included with each entry.

Default destinations: HTTP

LEEF
Log Event Extended Format (LEEF) is the default format for: IBM QRadar, LogRhythm, and McAfee SIEM. When you define LEEF

format for your destination, you can include Advanced Settings such as the LEEF version, product name, version, source, and the

end of entry separator character. In addition to single characters, you can use escape characters such as: \t (tab), \n (new line), and

\r (carriage return) for the separator. Some fields also support variable substitution, as listed in Reference: Variables on page 203.

You cannot select this format if you select an event data source.

You can use the Source field to include the system-generated source name with each entry, or column customizations to include

custom information with each entry.
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Field Default
value

Output value Notes

Source {Source} sourcename The LEEF header includes the system-generated source name. Spaces are removed from the

source name value.

Default destinations: IBM QRadar, LogRhythm, and McAfee SIEM

SQL server
When you are exporting data to SQL server, you can map the columns from the source to the columns in the database table. For

more information, see Configuring SQL Server destinations on page 163.

You can use column customizations to include custom information with each entry.

Syslog RFC 5424
A standard for message logging. You can define the syslog message components, including the facility code, severity, message

identifier, and separator. For the separator, you can use escape characters such as: \t (tab), \n (new line), and \r (carriage return).

If the source is a saved question, you can also select whether you want to send the question source to the output or not. The default

for new connections is to send the question source. You can also select whether you want to send in BSD format. Select the columns

that you want to pass through to the destination. Some fields also support variable substitution, as listed in Reference: Variables on

page 203.

You cannot select this format if you select an event data source.

You can use the Source field to include the system-generated source name with each entry, or the Signature ID field or column

customizations to include custom information with each entry.

Field Default value Output value Notes

MSG ID n/a the defined value The defined value precedes the structured-data brackets. Dashes replace

spaces in the defined value.

SD-ID {Source}@017472 source-

name@017472

The structured-data includes the system-generated source name and port

number as the first value. Dashes replace spaces in the source name value.

Send

Question

Source

cleared Question="

saved-question-

name"

The structured-data includes the system-generated saved question name as

the last value. Dashes replace spaces in the saved question name value.

Default destinations: Socket Receiver, Splunk
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Reference: Variables
You can use variables when you create a connection. For some connection destinations and formats, you can use variables for

configured fields that can be replaced with new values when the connection run starts.

Connection variables

Variable AWS S3 Elasticse
arch

Email File SMB Formats

S3
Bucke
t
Name
and
Optio
nal
Path

File
Nam
e

URL Subje
ct

Attachm
ent File
Name

File
Nam
e

File
Nam
e

Shar
e
Nam
e

Direct
ory
Name

Syslog:
Messag
eId

CEF:
Sour
ce

LEEF:
Sour
ce

{connection

id}

{connection

id}

Numeric ID of

the connection;

unique only to

a specific

Module Server

{connection

name}

{connection

name}

User-

configured

name of the

connection
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Variable AWS S3 Elasticse
arch

Email File SMB Formats

S3
Bucke
t
Name
and
Optio
nal
Path

File
Nam
e

URL Subje
ct

Attachm
ent File
Name

File
Nam
e

File
Nam
e

Shar
e
Nam
e

Direct
ory
Name

Syslog:
Messag
eId

CEF:
Sour
ce

LEEF:
Sour
ce

{connection

run id}

{connection

runid}

Numeric ID of

the connection

run; unique

only to a

specific Module

Server

{source}1

Human-

readable name

of the

connection

source

{computer

group}2

{computergr

oup}2

Name of the

computer

group from the

Tanium Server
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Variable AWS S3 Elasticse
arch

Email File SMB Formats

S3
Bucke
t
Name
and
Optio
nal
Path

File
Nam
e

URL Subje
ct

Attachm
ent File
Name

File
Nam
e

File
Nam
e

Shar
e
Nam
e

Direct
ory
Name

Syslog:
Messag
eId

CEF:
Sour
ce

LEEF:
Sour
ce

{file

extension}

{fileextens

ion}

File extension

of the chosen

format

1 The {source} variable is interpreted as the data source name (for example, Client Status) for most data sources. For saved questions, the

{source} variable is interpreted as the saved question name.

2 The {computer group} and {computergroup} variables are available for only the saved question data source. No other data sources

offer computer group filtering.

Time stamp variables
Use time stamp variables with the File Name Time Stamp Format, File Name, AWS S3 S3 Bucket Name and Optional Path, and
Elasticsearch URL fields to customize the time stamp that Connect appends.

l For the File Name, Elasticsearch URL, and AWS S3 S3 Bucket Name and Optional Path fields, enclose the variables in curly

bracket characters: { and }.

l For File Name Time Stamp Format fields, do not use curly bracket characters with variables.

Any characters in the format string that are not in the following table are passed through to the destination.

Variable Description

{MM-DD-YYYY}

{%m/%d/%y}1
United States

{YYYY-MM-DD}

{%Y-%m-%d}1
ISO 8601

Time stamp variables for File Name, URL, and S3 Bucket Name and Optional Path fields
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Variable Description

{%v} VMS

{%C} Century

{%y} Year without Century

{%Y} Year with Century

{%m} Month from 01 to 12

{%b} Month abbreviation

{%B} Month

{%W} Week assuming Monday first

{%U} Week assuming Sunday first

{%a} Weekday abbreviation

{%A} Weekday

{%d} Day from 01 to 31

{%e} Day from 1 to 31

{%w} Day from 0 to 6

{%j} Day from 001 to 366

{%u} Day from 1 to 7

{%H} Hour from 00 to 23

{%I} Hour from 01 to 12

{%k} Hour from 0 to 23

{%l} Hour from 0 to 12

{%M} Minute

{%S} Second

{%s} Seconds since 1970

{%L} Millisecond from 000 to 999

{%s%L} Milliseconds since 1970

Time stamp variables for File Name, URL, and S3 Bucket Name and Optional Path fields (continued)
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Variable Description

{%p} AM/PM

{%P} am/pm

{%r}

{%l:%M:%S %p}

12-hour time (seconds)2

{%R}

{%H:%M}

24-hour time (minutes)2

{%T}

{%H:%M:%S}

24-hour time (seconds)2

{%z} Time zone hour offset

{%Z} Time zone name

1 Not available for Elasticsearch URL.
2 Not available for File or SMB destination File Name.

Time stamp variables for File Name, URL, and S3 Bucket Name and Optional Path fields (continued)

Variable Description

MM-DD-YYYY

%m/%d/%y

United States

YYYY-MM-DDTHH-mm-ss

%Y-%m-%d

ISO 8601

%v VMS

%C Century

%v Year without Century

%Y Year with Century

%m Month from 01 to 12

%b Month abbreviation

%B Month

%W Week assuming Monday first

%U Week assuming Sunday first

Time stamp variables for File Name Time Stamp Format fields
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Variable Description

%a Weekday abbreviation

%A Weekday

%d Day from 01 to 31

%e Day from 1 to 31

%w Day from 0 to 6

%j Day from 001 to 366

%u Day from 1 to 7

%H Hour from 00 to 23

%I Hour from 01 to 12

%k Hour from 0 to 23

%l Hour from 0 to 12

%M Minute

%S Second

%s Seconds since 1970

%L Millisecond from 000 to 999

%s%L Milliseconds since 1970

%p AM/PM

%P am/pm

%r

%l:%M:%S %p

12-hour time (seconds)1

%R

%H:%M

24-hour time (minutes)1

%T

%H:%M:%S

24-hour time (seconds)1

%z Time zone hour offset

%Z Time zone name

1 Not available for File or SMB destination File Name.

Time stamp variables for File Name Time Stamp Format fields (continued)
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Reference: Tanium Audit Source data
You can use Tanium Connect to retrieve Tanium Server audit logs through the Tanium Audit Source. Most audit logs contain entries

when objects on the Tanium Server are created, modified, or deleted. The data that is available in the audit logs depends on the

version of the Tanium Core Platform, and the type of audit.

You can configure Days of History Retrieved per connection run. If you set this to:

l 0, the first connection run exports no prior days of audit log information. For each connection run after the first, the

connection exports the audit log information generated since the previous connection run.

l 1 or greater, the first connection run exports up to that many days of audit log information, prior to the connection run

timestamp. For each connection run after the first, the connection exports up to that many prior days of audit log

information generated since the previous connection run.

If set to 0, this export may contain a small number of audit log results if you select multiple audit types and some audit log results

are generated after the connection run starts.

The following tables show the data returned by Tanium Core Platform 7.4.4.1190 and later.

Supported audit types
Connect supports the following audit types through the Tanium Audit Source:

Audit type Audit information

Authentication Successful and failed sign-on attempts.

Content set Includes entries when content sets are created, modified, or deleted.

Content set role Includes entries when roles are created, modified, or deleted.

Content set role privilege Includes entries when privileges are created, modified, or deleted.

Dashboard Includes entries when dashboards are created, modified, or deleted.

Dashboard group Includes entries when dashboard groups are created, modified, or deleted.

Group Includes entries when groups are created, modified, or deleted. Includes entries for filter

groups and management rights groups.

Package spec Includes entries when packages are created, modified, or deleted.

Plugin schedule Includes entries when plugin schedules are created, modified, or deleted.

Saved action Includes entries when saved actions are created, modified, or deleted.
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Audit type Audit information

Saved question Includes entries when saved questions are created, modified, or deleted.

Sensor Includes entries when sensors are created, modified, or deleted.

System setting Includes entries when global settings are created, modified, or deleted.

User Includes entries when users are created, modified, or deleted.

User group Includes entries when user groups are created, modified, or deleted.

Allowed URL Includes entries when allowed URLs are created, modified, or deleted.

General audit table columns

Column Description

audit_row_id The row ID from the database table.

audit_type The type of audit entry. Use this field to identify the audit type of the entry when you

retrieve more than one audit type.

creation_time The UTC timestamp of when the object was created.

details Contains a description of the action.

last_modified_by The name of the user who last modified the object.

mod_persona Details for the persona who last modified the object. This field is null if no persona was

used.

mod_user Details for the user who last modified the object.

modification_time The UTC timestamp of the last time that the object was modified.

modifier_user_id The unique ID of the user who last modified the object. If the ID is 0, this is a system-

generated event.

object_id The ID of the object.

object_name The name of the object that was modified. This field is empty for authentication audits.

object_type_name The type of audit entry. Use this field when you export audit entries of multiple types to

identify the audit type for individual entries.
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Column Description

type The type of action that generated the audit entry. Values include:

l 0 - Create

l 1 - Update

l 2 - Delete

type_name The type of action that initiated the audit entry, in string form. Values include:

l CreateObject

l DeleteObject

l FailedCreateObject

l UpdateObject

Authentication audit table columns
The authentication audit table is different from the other audit log tables because it tracks sign-on attempts, not configuration

changes.

Column Description

audit_row_id The row ID from the database table.

audit_type The type of audit entry. Use this field to identify the audit type of the entry when you

retrieve more than one audit type.

creation_time The UTC timestamp of the sign-on attempt.

details Contains a description of the sign-on attempt. A successful sign-on shows the user, session

ID, and IP address. A failed sign-on contains a reason for the failed attempt.

Examples:

l Failed Authentication Invalid session supplied. Session ID

doesn't exist.

l User: Administrator; Session ID: 2151; IP Address:

192.168.61.180

l User: Administrator; Session ID: 69; Authentication Type:

User; Originated from SOAPPluginScheduler

l Incorrect User User does not exist: fake_user; IP Address:

192.168.61.180

last_modified_by Not used.
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Column Description

mod_persona Not used.

mod_user Details for the user who initiated the sign-on attempt.

modification_time The UTC timestamp of the sign-on attempt.

modifier_user_id The unique ID of the user who initiated the sign-on attempt. If the ID is 0, this is a system-

generated event; see the details column for more information.

object_id The ID of the user who initiated the sign-on attempt. If the ID is 0, the user does not exist;

see the details column for more information.

object_name Not used for authentication audits.

object_type_name The type of audit entry. Use this field when you export audit entries of multiple types to

identify the audit type for individual entries.

type The ID of the type of sign-on event that generated the entry. Values include:

l 0 - New session created

l 1 - Unused

l 2 - User signed out

l 3 - Failed authentication

type_name The type of the sign-on event that generated the entry. Values include:

l CreateObject - New session created

l DeleteObject - User Logged out

l FailedCreateObject - Failed authentication
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